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INVARIANCE AND NATURALITY OF KNOT LATTICE

HOMOLOGY AND HOMOTOPY

SEPPO NIEMI-COLVIN

Abstract. Links of singularity and generalized algebraic links are ways of
constructing three-manifolds and smooth links inside them from potentially
singular complex algebraic surfaces and complex curves inside them. We prove
that knot lattice homology is an invariant of the smooth knot type of a gen-
eralized algebraic knot in a rational homology sphere. In that case, knot
lattice homology can be realized as the cellular homology of a doubly-filtered
homotopy type, which is itself invariant. Along the way, we show that the
topological link type of a generalized algebraic link determines the topology of
the minimal plumbing resolution for the nested singularity type used to create
it. Knot lattice homotopy is a natural invariant in that diffeomorphisms of the
knot that play suitably well with the minimal good resolution will provide a
contractible space of morphisms between the doubly-filtered knot lattice spaces
associated to any presentation.
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1. Introduction

One of the first questions a topologist usually asks of a calculation is if it is invari-
ant, especially if it relies on a presentation of the underlying topological structure,
such as a three-manifold or knot. While there are ways to create invariants out
of non-invariant calculations, such as minimizing over all presentations or using a
minimal presentation, knowing that a calculation is invariant provides hope that
the calculations are getting at genuine topological information about the structure,
instead of simply being artifacts of the presentation. Additionally, a minimal pre-
sentation may not express all relationships between the invariants, as for example
a more complicated presentation may be needed for cobordism morphisms.
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2 SEPPO NIEMI-COLVIN

We focus on the class of three-manifolds that are links of normal complex surface
singularities and a class of knots that generalizes algebraic knots to this setting.
The calculations of concern for this article are knot lattice homology, which is built
off of the foundations of lattice homology, and knot lattice homotopy which realizes
knot lattice homology as the cellular homology of a doubly-filtered homotopy type.
We also include some maps as a part of the package we would like preserved, based
on the context of Heegaard Floer homology and knot Floer homology. The desired
invariance is summarized in the following theorems:

Theorem 1.1. Let (Y,K) be a generalized algebraic knot in a rational homology
sphere with a Spinc structure t. The chain homotopy equivalence type of

(CFK(Gv0 , t), Jv0 , J)

depends only (Y,K) and t and not the particular graph with unweighted vertex Gv0

used to represent it.

Theorem 1.2. Let (Y,K) be a generalized algebraic knot in a rational homology
sphere with a Spinc structure t. The doubly filtered homotopy type of

(CFK♮(Gv0 , t), J
♮
v0 , J

♮)

depends only on (Y,K) and t and not the particular graph with unweighted vertex
Gv0 used to represent it.

A paper claiming the first result without the maps Jv0 and J has appeared
independently on the arXiv in a paper by Matthew Jackson [14], though there was
an error in their proof (see Remark 6.12).

We go further by proving a naturality statement that not only are the invariants
well defined, but the morphisms realizing those invariants are well defined up to a
contractible choice. Additionally, one would suspect that diffeomorphisms of (Y,K)
sufficiently compatible with the structure used to define knot lattice would provide
weak equivalences of the knot lattice spaces, and indeed we get such maps, well

defined up to a contractible choice. This is described below, where CSpinc

GenAlgKnot is a
category defined in Section 2.1.2 which captures which diffeomorphisms are compat-
ible with resolutions of the relevant singularities. Note that while this paper does
not get into the details on ∞-categorical interpretations, in that setting the func-

tor from C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot to CSpinc

GenAlgKnot is an equivalence, ensuring an ∞-categorical

functor from CSpinc

GenAlgKnot itself.

Theorem 1.3. There exists a topologically enriched category C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot which

(1) has objects (π, t) where π : S̃ → S is a resolution of a weak nested singular-
ities (S,C, {p1, . . . , pn}) with link a generalized algebraic knot in a rational
homology three-sphere (Y,K), and t ∈ Spinc(Y ).

(2) has morphism spaces C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot((π1, t1), (π2, t2)) have a contractible com-

ponent for each morphism in CSpinc

GenAlgKnot((Y1,K1, t1), (Y2,K2, t2)) between
the generalized algebraic knots.

and there is a functor

CFK♮ : C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot → Filt[Q×Q : 2Z×2Z]

which takes a resolution (π, t) to CFK
♮(Gv0 , t) where Gv0 is the dual graph for π

and on minimal resolutions agrees with the functor Fmin.
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This is both stronger and weaker than the current naturality statements for Hee-
gaard Floer and knot Floer [15, 10]. It is weaker in that there are extra requirements
on the three-manifolds, knots, diffeomorphisms, and the isotopies between them,
but given such requirements we produce higher order homotopies between filtered
spaces. In addition to the addition of a space level analysis, this also implies results
when the chain complex is considered with Z[U ] coefficients in not just a projective
manner. We have not yet verifie contractible choices of maps between the filtered
spaces associated with analytic lattice homology [1].ed that both naturality state-
ments agree where defined. Similar theorems should also hold for all of Némethi’s
suite of lattice style invariants, as the proofs of invariance for the invariants in the

suite follow the same general strategy. For example replacing CSpinc

GenAlgKnot with a

similarly defined CSpinc

Link that no longer keeps track of the knot, one gets a similar
functor for the filtered lattice space of the underlying three-manifold. Isomorphisms
of normal complex surface singularities should also induc

Despite being able to recover the algebraic invariant from the homotopy theoretic
one, this paper tackles both the algebraic invariants and the homotopy invariants
for several reasons. First, while geometric intuition aids in the discussion, dealing
with the algebraic invariants first without worry for continuity then using these
maps as a guide for constructing the continuous homotopies is easier. Second, this
assuages potential worries that the homotopy theoretic argument only provides a
quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes rather than a chain homotopy equivalence
due to the knot lattice complex being associated to cellular rather than singular ho-
mology. We will use the ♮ symbol to signify that we are dealing with the topological
realization of an algebraic invariant.

András Némethi defined lattice homology for links of normal complex surface
singularities [22] based on attempts by Némethi, Ozsváth, and Szabó to compute
Heegaard Floer homology when the three-manifold bounds a negative definite tree-
like plumbing of spheres [21, 30]. Lattice homology was conjectured to be the
same as Heegaard Floer homology for rational homology spheres [22], and after it
was shown to coincide in some particular cases [21, 28], Ian Zemke proved their
equivalence for rational homology spheres [34]. The lattice homology of rational
homology spheres also shares some formal properties with Heegaard Floer homology
such as: an exact triangle ([31] for Heegaard Floer homology, [12, 23] for lattice
homology) and the existence of an involutive structure ([13] for Heegaard Floer
homology, [7] for lattice homology). Lattice homology was particularly useful for
the creation of an algorithm for computing the Heegaard Floer homology of a
Brieskorn sphere Σ(p, q, r) purely in terms of p, q, and r [5].

Ozsváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó developed knot lattice homology as a way to make
use of the surgery formula from knot Floer homology in the lattice homology set-
ting [28]. This construction parallels a lot of the structures in knot Floer homology,
particularly in that it can be viewed as the addition of a filtration to the lattice
complex for the ambient three-manifold. Ozsváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó showed that
when the ambient three-manifold is a lattice homology L-space, knot lattice ho-
mology and knot Floer homolgoy agree [29]. Alfieri used the Alexander filtration
from knot lattice homology to deform lattice homology, and showed that this de-
formation corresponded to the analagous deformation of Heegaard Floer homology
for graphs with at most one bad vertex (i.e. a vertex whose degree is greater than
the negative of its weight) [2]. Alfieri used this to provide a method for computing
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the upsilon invariant [2]. Borodzik, Liu, and Zemke have then extended Zemke’s
argument for lattice homology to show that a link lattice complex generalizing the
construction of the knot lattice complex is equivalent with link Floer homology [4],
though they did not work on the level of filtered spaces.

Furthermore, finding homotopy-theoretic versions of Floer-theoretic invariants is
an active area of research, including work by Kronheimer, Manolescu, and Sarkar
for Seiberg-Witten Floer theory [19, 16] and knot Floer homology [20]. Theorem
1.2 fits in with this wider research program. The work of Manolescu and Sarkar
[20] in on creating a homotopy theoretic version of knot Floer homology expresses
the action of UV in knot Floer homology differently than we do for knot lattice
homology, so the two theories are not at this point immediately comparable though
one would hope that after application of a functor on the knot lattice space they
become equivalent. Invariance is not yet known for the homotopy theoretic version
of knot Floer homology.

Section 2 covers the relevant singularity theory with an eye towards low-dimensional
topology. In particular Subsection 2.1 goes over links of singularity in various con-
texts, culminating in introducing weak generalized algebraic links, which combine
aspects of links of normal complex surface singularities and algebraic links in S3.
In each of these contexts, we define what the link of a singularity means, as well as
how to produce a plumbing diagram by resolving the singularity in question. We
introduce the moves of blow-ups and blow-downs needed to get between plumbing
resolutions of the same singularity, and in each setting we discuss the category of
resolutions, which gives rise to a minimal resolution as its terminal object. This
builds up to Subsection 2.2, where we show that we only need to check invariance
under blow-ups and blow-downs of the graph representing the weak generalized
algebraic knot. This leads to the following theorem of potentially independent
interest, a variation of which was independently proved by Jackson in [14].

Theorem 1.4. The link type of a weak generalized algebraic link (Y, L) determines
the topology of the minimal good resolution for the singularity (S,C, {p1, . . . , pn})
used to create it. In particular, if there exists homeomorphism f : (Y1, L2) →
(Y2, L2) between weak generalized algebraic links, then there exists a diffeomor-
phism which extends over the minimal good resolutions of the nested singularities
and respects the plumbing structures with fibers.

Before introducing either lattice homology or knot lattice homology, in Section
3 we discuss the target categories we are aiming for and our conditions for equiv-
alence, including the relevant perspective on doubly-filtered spaces along with the
conditions on the maps Jv0 and J . The most important pieces of information from
this section are the definitions of a complete knot package for a knot (Y,K) and a
complete homotopy package for a knot (Y,K), which respectively define the equiv-
alence types for knot lattice homology and knot lattice homotopy in this setting.
We also establish several functors on doubly-filtered spaces. These functors and
the conditions on Jv0 and J mirror constructions and conditions in involutive knot
Floer homology.

We then cover the constructions for lattice homology (in Section 4) and knot
lattice homology (in Section 5). Lattice homology provides a cube decomposition of
Euclidean space with a height function on it, and we use this cube decomposition to
construct our chain complex over Z[U ] as well as a filtered topological space. Knot
lattice homology adds a second height function to the chain complex and a second
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filtration to the topological space. Both lattice homology and knot lattice homology
come equipped with involutive maps, respectively denoted as J and Jv0 , which can
be realized as continuous maps. Note that this presentation of the knot lattice
chain complex differs from that of Osváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó’s packaging in that
they track the Alexander grading and our second height function is most analagous
to the second maslov grading of knot Floer homology, and this formulation does
not require passing to a larger graph in order to define. We provide a proof that
these two presentations agree, and we also extend formulas of Osváth, Stipsicz, and
Szabó for chain complexes to filtred spaces. The height functions here also play a
similar role to Némethi’s weight functions, but in a formulation more natural to
the Heegaard Floer context.

In Section 6 we develop the tools to construct the desired spaces of morphisms.
First, in Section 6.1 we review the construction of homotopy colimits and how they
relate to homotopy coherent natural transformations, including a condition on a
diagram where one knows the space of homotopy coherent natural transformations
from any other diagram is either empty or contractible. Then, in Section 6.2 we
provide a description of the knot lattice space as a homotopy colimit based on
a subset of vertices of the describing graph, and in the case where the subset
in question is a singleton, show that the resulting diagram satisfies the condition
of the previous section. Finally, in Section 6.3, we compare this approach to the
approaches of Jackson, Némethi, and Osváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó. In particular, we
show that this approach is compatible with the quasi-fibrations and contractions
used by Némethi and Osváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó, while allowing for stronger
control over the resulting space of morphisms. We also provide some tools for
understanding what the resulting morphisms can look like and the role the knot
itself plays in that process.

In section 7 we finally give the proofs for invaraince and naturality. Section 7.1
focuses on invariance , due to Theorem 1.4 specifically looks at the case where one
resolution is a blow up of other resolution, allowing for us to conclude Theorem 1.2.
Section 7.2 then shows how the morphisms from Section 7.1 can be arranged into
the broader functor of Theorem 1.3.

1.1. Avenues for Future Work. While a lack of an invariance proof has not pre-
vented researchers such as Ozsváth, Szabó, Stipsicz, and Alfieri from working with
knot lattice homology [29, 2], and Borodzik Liu, and Zemke have proved invari-
ance for link lattice by showing it equivalent to link Floer, the proof of invariance
provided here provides justification for further work on the knot lattice homotopy
type.

Since lattice homology provided a useful tool in finding algorithms for comput-
ing the Heegaard Floer homology of Brieskorn spheres [5], one may suspect that
knot lattice homology could provide a useful tool for the computation of knot Floer
homology and related invariants for the regular and singular fibers of Brieskorn
spheres. There may be benefits to performing these calculations in homotopy the-
oretic terms. More generally, computation of the underlying homotopy type is
needed in more cases to see if it contains more information than the chain complex.

Finally, Némethi defined lattice cohomology in the context of general links of
normal complex surface singularities not just rational homology spheres and framed
the behavior of lattice homology in the terms of singularity theory [22]. Extending
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the proof of knot lattice homology’s invariance to this larger setting and connecting
it with the properties of nested singularities would be interesting.
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2. Links of Singularity and Generalized Algebraic Links

Singularity theory provides important context for the construction of knot lat-
tice homology, in particular, by providing the necessary scope where it is defined,
i.e. generalized algebraic knots in rational homology spheres, and the needed pre-
sentation of said knots in order to calculate knot lattice homology, i.e. resolutions
of nested singularities. Furthermore Subsection 2.2 provides a proof of Theorem
1.4, which is needed to show invariance. Since a number of people approaching
knot lattice homology may be doing so from a low-dimensional topology rather
than singularity theory background, we will not be assuming much familiarity with
algebraic geometry.

2.1. Types of Links of Singularity and Their Resolutions. Before defining
a link of a singularity in any of the relevant contexts, we will need the following
definition.

Definition 2.1. Given a topological space X and a subspace Y , we have that a
regular neighborhood N of Y is a closed neighborhood of Y in X so that there exists
a map π : ∂N → X where N is homeomorphic to the mapping cylinder of π.

Regular neighborhoods generalize the idea of tubular neighborhoods to the singu-
lar setting, and in the case where X is a point, we have that regular neighborhoods
are cone-like.

Generalized algebraic knots combine aspects of both links of normal complex
surface singularities and algebraic links, and we will first cover the relevant material
in the context of links of normal complex surface singularities before adding the
additional structure of a complex curve to give a knot. In each context, we will
cover what the relevant link of singularity is and what is required of a resolution
of a singularity. Relevant to the context of how a generalized algebraic knot is
presented for knot lattice homology, we cover how to represent said resolutions
using plumbing graphs. In preparation for the proof of invariance, we discuss what
moves are allowed on said plumbing graphs and the role minimal resolutions play
in each context.
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2.1.1. Links of Normal Complex Surface Singularities.

Definition 2.2. Given a complex variety V , viewed as an algebraic subset of Cn

equipped with the euclidean topology, which has an isolated singularity at p, we
define its link as the boundary of a regular neighborhood around p in V . A link
of multiple singularities p1, . . . , pn is the boundary of a regular neighborhood of a
path connecting p1, . . . , pn and passing through no other singular points.

Note that the term link here refers to the three-manifold (as a link of the sin-
gularity) and not to an embedded disjoint union of circles, and as such there are
concerns when taking the connect sum of those links taht do not appear here. A
common way to form the link is using a particular embedding of V into affine space
and taking the intersection of V with a small enough sphere Sǫ(p) around p. A
complex affine space is normal at its singular point p if the ring of functions lo-
calized at p is integrally clsoed in its ring of fractions. Here we care about links
of normal complex surface singularities, and the links of these singularities are ori-
ented 3-manifolds. Figure 1b shows a dimensionally reduced picture of a link of a
normal complex surface singularity. If V is normal, then the link around any of its
points must be connected.

The motivation for the definition of a link of multiple singularities is that if a
sphere instead contains multiple isolated singularities p1, . . . , pn, and no other topol-
ogy, then the result is the connected sum of the links of individual pi. Viewing the
sphere as the boundary of a cone-like neighborhood, expanding those neighbor-
hoods until they merge gives the cobordism connecting the disjoint union and the
connected sum. Extending the cores of the 1-handles connecting the individual
neighborhoods to the singularities provides the path used in constructing the reg-
ular neighborhood. This argument also gives why the precise path between the
points does not matter; a different choice of path would result in handle slides for
the 1-handles and connected sum being applied in a potentially different order. If
one would prefer, one can have the link of multiple singularities be the disjoint union
of the links of the individual singularities, but it is traditional in low-dimensional
topology to restrict to connected manifolds with the operation of choice being con-
nect sum. Furthermore, lattice homology is defined in the context of connect sums
of links of singularity, so we chose a definition that includes those in its scope.

Definition 2.3. A resolution of a singularity (V, p) is a map π : Ṽ → V which is an

isomorphism from Ṽ − π−1{p} to V −{p} and where Ṽ is a smooth complex affine
variety. A resolution of multiple singularities (V, {p1, . . . , pn}) is defined similarly

except the map π must only be an isomorphism from Ṽ − π−1({p1, . . . pn}) to
V − {p1, . . . , pn}. For each pi we have that π−1({pi}) is an exceptional fiber of the
resolution. A resolution is good if all the embedded singularities in the exceptional
fibers are normal crossings, i.e. can be analytically modeled on {xy = 0} in C2.

Figure 2a depicts the resolution of a singularity. Any normal surface singularity
can be resolved to a good resolution, and in particular an algorithm is given in [18].
Note that the process of resolving a singularity does not change its link.

Associated to a good resolution is a dual graph ∆, which has vertices correspond-
ing to the irreducible components of the exceptional fibers and edges corresponding
to intersections between them (counting self intersections as loops). Vertices have
integer weights encoding the euler number of their normal bundle. One may also
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(a) An algebraic knot (as-
sumed in S3.

(b) A link of a normal com-
plex surface singularity

(c) A generalized algebraic
knot

Figure 1. Dimensionally reduced figures for an algebraic knot,
a link of a normal complex surface singularity, and a generalized
algebraic knot.

(a) Resolution of a normal complex
surface singularity

(b) Resolution of a normal complex
surface singularity plus a curve

Figure 2. A resolution in the three manifold context and for a
curve inside it. The extra sphere in Subfigure 2b signifies that fur-
ther blow-ups may be needed to resolve the curve. Furthermore,
the curve pierces the sphere to emphasize that it should be trans-
verse to the sphere, and in fact locally represented as a fiber of the
plumbing.
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choose to keep track of the genus of the irreducible components using another num-
ber, often denote in brackets to distinguish it from the euler number or dropped
entirely if it is zero. This encodes the topological information contained in a neigh-
borhood of the exceptional fibers, specifically the pullback of a regular neighbor-
hood of the singularity to the resolution. This neighborhood will be a smooth
four-manifold and is an example of a more general construction called a plumbing
and realizes the link of singularity as a graph three-manifold.

Definition 2.4. A plumbing of two disk bundles over surfaces is the manifold
achieved by gluing trivialized neighborhoods of points in such a way so that the
base of one becomes identified with the fiber of the other. In particular, the neigh-
borhoods over which one is trivializing the disk bundles must be homeomorphic
to disks themselves. A general plumbing of (disk bundles over) surfaces is a four-
manifold constructed from set of disk bundles over surfaces with the plumbing
operation done some number of times between them. The base surfaces of the
plumbing are the images of the zero sections of the disk bundles used to make the
plumbing. These are included from the individual disk bundles into the plumb-
ings. A graph three-manifold is a three manifold that is the fiberwise boundary of
a plumbing, i.e. only the circle boundaries of the disk bundles are counted.

Plumbings can also be represented by undirected graphs called plumbing graphs,
which generalizes the notion of the dual graph to this setting. It is possible for
general plumbings to allow nonorientable bases (so long as the total space of the
disk bundle is oriented) denoted inside the brackets with negative the crosscap
number, or even base surfaces with boundary components, written as a second
number inside the brackets and no euler number. In general, plumbing operations
can be done two ways: preserving the orientations on fiber and base or reversing
both. This can be recorded individually as a + or − on the edges, according to
the sign of the induced intersection between the base surfaces plumbed together;
however, up to change of orientation on the base surfaces, the signs depend only
on a choice of which cycles in the graph will have an odd number of − edges.

The intersection form for the plumbing can be read directly off of the graph.
The orientable closed base surfaces for the plumbing provide a basis for the second
homology of the plumbing. A base surface Si has self intersection equal to the Euler
number ei of the corresponding disk bundle, and two different base surfaces Si and
Sj have intersection equal to the number of edges between them counted with sign.

A plumbing graph that comes from a dual graph will have all of the base surfaces
be closed and orientable and all edges will have a positive sign. Furthermore, such a
plumbing graph will represent a dual graph for the resolution of some singularity if
and only if the intersection form is negative definite [11]. The graphs representing
resolutions of links of normal complex surface singularities can potentially have
cycles or higher genus bases; however, the link is a rational homology sphere if and
only if the plumbing graph is a forest of spheres. We will be primarily dealing with
dual graphs, using them to describe the link of singularity, though more general
plumbings will come up again in Subsection 2.2, where we prove Theorem 1.4.

Definition 2.5. Given a point q of a smooth complex surface V so that in local
coordinates (x, y) we have that q is the origin, then the blow-up of V at q is the
complex surface Vq where the chart around q is replaced with

{((x, y), [s : t]) ∈ C2 × CP
1 : xt = ys}.
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The projection π : Vq → V . induced by locally projecting onto C2 is called the
canonical projection. The curve π−1(q) is called the exceptional sphere. The com-
plex surface V is the blow-down of Vq at the exceptional sphere.

One can define a blow-up when V is singular at q as well, and this is a part
of the process of constructing resolutions, though we will not be needing it in this
paper. Algebraically, blowing up a point q replaces q with the set of lines through
that point, and assuming that we were already at a resolution, the space of lines is
represented by a copy of CP1, which will have a normal bundle of Euler number −1.

Smoothly this operation produces a connect sum with CP2. Given the presence of
an embedded sphere with normal bundle of Euler number −1 in V , we can blow
down that sphere, i.e. there exists a smooth complex surface Ṽ which is the blow-
down of V , a process which can be achieved holomorphically if the original sphere
was holomorphic [3].

Blowing up a plumbing resolution will give another plumbing resolution with a
new vertex e that has weight −1, representing the exceptional sphere. To under-
stand how blow-ups affect the graph, we will need the idea of the proper and total
transform of a curve under a resolution.

Definition 2.6. Given a resolution π : Ṽ → V of a complex surface V at a point
q and a complex curve C inside V , the total transform of C inside the resolution
is π−1(C), while the proper transform of C inside the resolution is the closure of
π−1(C − {q}).

In particular, blowing up provides a resolution of our plumbing, and the base
surfaces for this new plumbing resolution will be precisely the proper transforms of
the base surfaces of our original plumbing.

The effect of a blow-up on a plumbing graph depends on which point q was
blown up. If q /∈ π−1 ({p1, p2, . . . , pn}), then the blow-up would be represented by
the disjoint union of the previous graph with the vertex e. This is called a generic
blow-up. If q is on a single one of the base surfaces v in π−1 ({p1, p2, . . . , pn}), we
say that we are blowing up a vertex. In the resulting graph, e has an edge with v and
the weight of v is lowered by 1. Finally q could potentially be at the intersection of
two base surfaces v1 and v2, in which case we say that we are blowing up an edge. In
that case, we connect e to both v1 and v2 then delete the old edge connecting them.
The weights on both v1 and v2 lower by 1. Figure 3 covers the case of blowing up
a resolution of a nested singularity, but Figures 3b, 3c, 3e provide examples for the
blow-ups discussed here.

Not only will there exist a resolution of a given singularity, there will be an
unique minimal good resolution. Before moving on, we will clarify what we mean
by minimal.

Definition 2.7. Let (V, {p1, . . . , pn}) be a collection of singularities. We will define
the category of good resolutions for (V, {p1, . . . , pn}) has objects good resolutions

π : Ṽ → V over the points {p1, . . . , pn} and morphisms analytic maps φ : Ṽ1 → Ṽ2

that commute with the resolution maps to V . We will say a resolution is minimal
if any morphism from it is an isomorphism.

Note the category above is a poset. In particular, away from {p1, . . . , pn}, π1 and
π2 must be isomorphisms and in particular φ = π−1

2 ◦π1 and π−1
i ({p1, . . . , pn}) will

be dense in Ṽi. When this map does exist it will present Ṽ1 as the resolution of Ṽ2
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-1-2 -3

(a) Original graph

-1-2 -3

-1
(b) Generic blow-up

-1-2 -4

-1
(c) Blow-up of a (weighted) vertex

-1-2 -3

-1

(d) Blow-up of the unweighted ver-
tex

-2-2

-4

-1

(e) Blow-up of an edge (connecting
two weighted vertices)

-2-2 -3

-1

(f) Blow-up of the edge connected
to v0

Figure 3. An example of a graph depicting a generalized alge-
braic knot 3a, along with the various blow-up moves that can be
done to said graph that occur away from the curve defining the
knot (3b,3c,3e) and those that affect the curve defining the knot
(3d and 3f).

over some collection of points. However note that, minimal resolutions are minimal
poset elements with respect to the opposite of this poset, i.e. a map from Ṽ1 to Ṽ2

implies Ṽ1 ≥ Ṽ2. Furthermore, the proof of existence and uniqueness of a minimal
resolution further states that being minimal is equivalent to having no sphere that
can be blown down, and for any resolution the proof provides a minimal resolution
that the original resolution maps to through successive blow downs. As such these
minimal resolutions are in fact terminal in the category of good resolutions and
thus unique up to unique isomorphism. See [18] for discussion of why minimal
good resolutions exist.
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This argument highlights that is possible to get between any two resolutions of
the same singularity through blow-ups and blow-downs. Furthermore, [25] provides
that the homeomorphism type of the link of singularity determines the topology of
the minimal good resolution. The following definition will allow us to discuss what
we mean by determines in a categorical form. Note that we discuss Spinc structures
further in Section 3.

Definition 2.8. Let XG1
and XG2

be plumbings and f : XG1
→ XG2

be an ori-
entation preserving diffeomorphism. We say that f respects the plumbings if when
restricted to each disk bundle inside XG1

, f becomes an isomorphism with some
disk bundle in XG2

. If Y1 and Y2 are links of the normal complex surface sin-
gularities V1 and V2, we say a diffeomorphism f : Y1 → Y2 is graph-induced if it
extends over the minimal resolutions to a diffeomorphism f̃ : Ṽ1 → Ṽ2 that respects
plumbings, and we define a graph induced isotopy of diffeomorphisms similarly. The

groupoid of links of normal complex surface singularities CSpinc

Link is the category with
objects links of normal complex surface singularities eqiupped with Spinc structures
and morphisms graph-induced diffeomorphisms between them up to graph-induced
isotopy.

The result of [25] then becomes a hom space of CSpinc

Link is non-empty if and only
if there exists a diffeomorphism between Y1 and Y2 (which exists if and only if
there is a homeomorphism between Y1 and Y2). Further note that an extension of
a diffeomorphism of the boundary will extend to a diffeomorphism that respects
plumbings uniquely away from the regions where the plumbing operation has been
done. On those regions, due to needing to respect both bundle structures we are
guaranteed a contractible choice of extensions.

2.1.2. Generalized Algebraic Links. Links of normal complex surface singularities
depend on a normal complex surface singularity, whereas algebraic links depend on
a singular plane curve but have a smooth ambient space. For generalized algebraic
links we will be combining these notions and will thus need the following concept

Definition 2.9. Let S be a normal two-dimensional complex variety S and C ⊆ S a
complex curve inside S. Let {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a collection of potential singularities
in S, which may or may not also be on C. We say that (S,C, {p1, p2, . . . , pn}) is a
collection of nested singularities or if n = 1 a nested singularity.

Here we have both a complex surface and a curve, and both are allowed to be
singular. Figure 1c provides a visualization of a nested singularity and its link
next to figures depicting algebraic links and a link of a normal complex surface
singularity. We are now in a position to formally define a generalized algebraic link
as follows:

Definition 2.10. Let (S,C, {p1, p2, . . . , pn}) be a collection of nested singularities,
and let γ be a path connecting the pi that does not pass through any singularity
not in the list. Take a regular neighborhood N of γ so that C ∩ N is a regular
neighborhood of C ∩ γ. Then L = ∂N ∩ C is a strong generalized algebraic link
inside the link of singularity Y = ∂N . A strong generalized algebraic knot is a
generalized algebraic link so that ∂N ∩ C has only one component.

The path γ exiting C would indicate taking a disjoint union of generalized alge-
bric links while γ remaining in C creates a connected sum of generalized algebraic
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links along the components that γ connects. If one cares only about algebraic knots
one may assume γ lies entirely in C and if one cares only about prime algebraic
knots one may assume that one is taking the link of singularity of a single point.
The primary motivation for including multiple potential singular points and the
path γ was to include connect sums in the definition as that is the appropriate
scope for knot lattice homology. Even if one cares only about prime knots, one
can often realize these as the dual knots of surgeries on connect sums, and thus it
makes sense to include connect sums regardless.

Eisenbud and Neumann use a single point of singularity as a part of a general
definition of an algebraic link towards the end of the book [9]. We are choosing the
term generalized algebraic link to avoid confusion because algebraic links are often
assumed to be in S3. Furthermore, while Eisenbud and Neumann do not allow for
connect sums, their definition is set up to account for links with multiplicity, where
the corresponding algebraic curve C is not presumed to be reduced [9].

Definition 2.11. A resolution of a nested singularity (S,C, {p1, p2, . . . , pn}) is a

map π : S̃ → S that is a resolution of S at {p1, . . . , pn} and it is a resolution of C, i.e.

the total transform of C in S̃ has all smooth components with intersections locally
modeled in algebraic charts on xy = 0. The category of resolutions associated
to a nested singularity has objects resolutions of that singularity and morphisms
analytic maps φ : S̃1 → S̃2 that commute with the resolution maps and that take
the proper transform of C in S̃1 to the proper transform of C in S̃2.

See Figure 2b for a representation of a resolution of a normal surface singularity.
This subfigure has an extra sphere in contrast to Figure 2a to highlight that addi-
tional blow-ups may be needed after resolving the surface in order to completely
resolve the curve. One can see the proper transform of the curve pierce the extra
sphere transversely to highlight that the proper transform would be a fiber of the
plumbing resolution. As with normal complex surface singularities, minimal good
resolutions can be defined similarly, exist, and are unique. The same argument for
existence and uniqueness carries through from the link of a normal complex sur-
face singularity case, except one considers all irreducible components of the total
transform of C and not just the irreducible components of the exceptional fibers in
identifying problem points.

Theorem 24.1 of Eisenbud and Neumann and [4] establishes the equivalence
of resolutions of nested singularities with collections of fibers in negative definite
plumbings whose bases have positive intersections where Equation (1) has an inte-

gral vector solution ~l [9]. In Equation (1), G represents the adjacency matrix for
our plumbing graph as an endomorphism on the vector space freely generated by
the weighted vertices of the plumbing graph ,and ~s is the vector with coefficient on
a vertex vi equal to the number of unweighted vertices adjacent to vi.

(1) G~l + ~s = 0

Note that Equation (1) represents a relative ‘resingularization’ criterion as to whether
the disk fibers can still be carved out by holomorphic equations in the resulting
singular complex surface. This condition essentially requires that our link be inte-
grally null homologous, but it also means that if one is only attempting to reduce
to the minimal resolution of the underlying normal complex singularity then one
is guaranteed the resulting potentially singular curve is holomorphic. In particu-
lar, restricting the graph to the exceptional fibers of that resolution yields a graph
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whose link of singularity is S3 inside which our original link will be integrally null
homologous and satisfy the criterion.

Definition 2.12. A weak nested singularity (S,C, {p1, . . . , pn}) is a normal com-
plex surface S along with a curve C inside S which is not holomorphic but whose
total transform becomes holomorphic in any resolution of S over {p1, . . . , pn}. A
weak generalized algebraic link is the link of singularity associated to a weak nested
singularity.

The discussion of the category of resolutions and minimal resolutions in partic-
ular associated to strong nested singularities applies just as well to a weak nested
singularity, and thus we can focus on weak generalized algebraic links.

We can then represent weak generalized algebraic knots using unweighted vertices
attached to a plumbing graph, where each unweighted vertex represents a disk in the
disk bundle it is adjacent to, or in the case of non-prime knots a boundary connect
sum of such disks. All the blow-ups and blow-downs that can be done to the
plumbings graphs representing resolutions of normal complex surface singularities
can be done to the plumbing resolutions for algebraic links (See Figure 3); however,
we also have moves that come from blowing up a point on the proper transform of
C. One option is if this point is away from the exceptional fiber, which is called
blowing up the unweighted vertex (see Figure 3d). Another option is if the blown
up point is an intersection between the proper transform of C and an exceptional
fiber, which results in blowing up an edge incident to the unweighted vertex (see
Figure 3f).

As with links of normal complex surface singularities, we can form a category to
capture which diffeomorphisms actually respect the structure of the links. Section
2.2 will focus on proving that the hom set for this category is non-empty if and
only if there exists a any relative diffeomorphism between the links.

Definition 2.13. Let (XG1
, F1) and (XG2

, F2) be plumbings with collections of ori-
ented fibers singled out. An orientation preserving diffeomorphism f : XG1

→ XG2

respects the plumbings with fibers if it respects the plumbing is an orientation pre-
serving diffeomorphism from F1 to F2. Given two weak generalized algebraic links
(Y1, L1) and (Y2, L2) for the weak nested singularities (S1, C1, P1) and (S2, C2, P2)
an orientation preserving diffeomorphism f : (Y1, L1) → (Y2, L2) is graph-induced
if it extends to a diffeomorphism that respects the plumbings with fibers over the

minimal resolutions The groupoid of weak generalized algebraic knots CSpinc

GenAlg has

objects weak generalized algebraic links equipped with Spinc structures and mor-
phisms the isotopy classes of graph induced diffeomorphisms between them that

take one Spinc structure to the other. Let CSpinc

GenAlgKnot be the full subcategory of

CSpinc

GenAlg whose objects have as ambient three-manifold a rational homology sphere
and whose links have a single component.

2.2. Checking Blow-Ups Suffice. This section will focus on showing that the
link type (Y, L) of a weak generalized algebraic link determines the topology of
the minimal good resolution of the nested singularity type used to create it. In
particular, we show that any two good representations of the same generalized
algebraic link are equivalent up to a series of blow-ups and blow-downs, which can
be done in the algebraic/analytic setting. This fact may potentially be known to
experts, but we could not find a proof in the literature prior to the independent
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proof by Jackson [14]. The equivalence of link types we are considering is up to
homeomorphism of the three-manifold which takes one link to the other. However,
while we are showing that knowledge of the algebraic/analytic setting suffices to get
between any two represenations of the same link type, we will have to use knowledge
regarding a broader class of three-manifolds and links to do so.

Definition 2.14. A graph manifold is a three-manifold which is the boundary of a
plumbing of disk bundles of surfaces (base surfaces may be orientable or not), with
positive or negative intersections between the base surfaces, and any intersection
form. The base surfaces may even have boundary, where the three-manifold is the
fiber boundary instead of the boundary of the full four-manifold.

A graph link is a link encoded as a graph manifold with boundary, where bound-
ary components are equipped with isotopy classes of simple closed curves. The
corresponding link is achieved by gluing solid tori to the manifold so that the
meridians of the solid tori are sent to the isotopy classes in question, and then
using the cores of the solid tori for the link.

Graph links can be represented as unweighted vertices in plumbing graphs, where
the meridinal data is assumed to come from the boundary of the fiber of the un-
weighted vertex. They are often given a different decoration to distinguish them
from other vertices with boundary components that do not have meridinal data.
Here unweighted vertices that are meant to represent links do not have genus or a
number of boundary components listed. They also are given names with a subscript
of 0.

As with our discussion of dual graphs for weak generalized algebraic links, the
corresponding link to a generalized algebriac link can be viewed as the boundary
of a fiber represented by a vertex v0. However, for the purposes of this proof it
is easier to consider such vertices v0 as separate base surfaces with meridinal data
on the boundary. Here, we are setting up what information we will temporar-
ily forget in reducing to normal form from which we can reconstruct our original
graph. Forgetting the meridinal data would be equivalent to considering the link
complement, which contains far more information about the link than the ambient
three-manifold, which is what remains if one forgets fibers.

In [25, p. 304-306], Neumann defined a series of moves R1-R8 that can be done
in the class of graph manifolds. In these diagrams, genus information is encoded
in brackets with negative numbers representing non-orientable surfaces with those
numbers of crosscaps, and if the surface has boundary, the number of boundary
components is included as a second number inside the brackets. Furthermore [25,
p. 311-312] defines a normal form of a graph, satisfying 6 conditions, N1-N6, such
that the homeomorphism type of a graph three-manifold determines a graph in
normal form. Since the definitions are long and not central to this paper outside of
this subsection, we will not reproduce them here.

In order to show a set of moves go between any two graph representations of the
same three-manifold, Neumann describes a strategy of determining a graph rep-
resentation for that type to which one can reduce any representation given using
only those moves [25]. Then one shows that the representative form is determined
by the corresponding normal form for the three-manifold. This strategy was imple-
mented to show that the homeomorphism type of a link of singularity determined
homeomorphism type of the minimal resolution. Neumann also stated (with proof
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omitted) that this strategy worked to show that any two representations of the
same graph link could be related via moves R1-R7 [25]

Here we will be considering a minimal plumbing representation ∆ for our gen-
eralized algebraic link, which as mentioned in the previous section exists and is
unique for the singularity type. Note that a good resolution will be minimal if and
only if it has no −1 weighted vertices of degree 2 or less, counting edges to the
unweighted vertices in this count. Let Γ represent the normal form for the graph
with boundary (and no meridinal data).

Proposition 2.15. One can get from ∆ to Γ by

(1) Collapsing the path from a unweighted vertex v0 of degree one to the first
weighted vertex v (depicted here with weighte e), which either has degree
greater than 2 or is not represented by a sphere. This leaves v as an un-
weighted vertex representing a surface with boundary and no meridinal data.

e

[g, r] [g, r + 1]

e1 en

(2) If a component of ∆ looks like

−2

−2

−2

−2 −2 −3 −2 −2

−2

−2

−2

b c

where b ≥ 0 and c ≥ 1, then the corresponding component of Γ looks like

b+ 1 c+ 1

[−1] [−1]

(3) Any components of ∆ that look like

ek e

−2

−2

e1ek−1

with k > 1 and ei ≤ 2 for all i, appear as is in Γ.
(4) For all remaining components, substitute portions of the graph that look like

the figures on the left with the portions on the right for e ≤ −3 and b ≥ 1.
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e

−2

−2

ei

[gi, ri]

e+ 1ei

[gi, ri]
[−1]

0

−2

−2

ei

[gi, ri]

−2 −2−2

b

bei

[gi, ri] [−1]

Substitutions 2-4 are the substitutions in Theorem 8.2 of [25].

Furthermore graph ∆ can be recovered from Γ with a choice of meridinal slopes on
the boundary components.

Proof. Collapsing the path from an unweighted vertex v0 to the first vertex v either
not represented by a sphere or of degree greater than or equal to 3 can be achieved
by a sequence of R8 moves, and Theorem 8.2 of [25] demonstrates the validity of
moves (2)-(4). What needs to be shown is that after these moves, the resulting
graph, which we will call Γ′ is in normal form.

Now, we check N1, which states that the moves R1-R8 cannot be applied except
on components of the form in substitution 3. R8 moves require degree 1 vertices
representing disks which we have removed in Substitution 1 and do not reappear in
Substitutions 2-4. The starting positions for substitutions 2-4 include any starting
case for an R2 moves on Γ′ that could violate N1. Furthermore, we started with
no zero framed spheres, and the moves do not produce any 0 framed spheres. Thus
there are no R3-R6 moves available on Γ′. Finally none of the starting components
of R7 moves could be produced by the moves described above, nor are any of them
negative definite. Thus there will be no R7 moves on Γ′. We assumed that there
were no R1 moves available, and the moves provided do not produce any -1 or
+1 framed spheres, and thus here will be no R1 moves available on Γ′. Hence, Γ′

satisfies N1.
The chains, paths of vertices representing spheres of degree 1 or 2, produced in

this process have weight less than or equal to −2. All other chains of Γ′ came from
chains of ∆ and thus also have weights less than or equal to −2. This is precisely
what is needed for Γ′ to satisfy N2.

The Substitutions 2 and 4 above precisely prevent any portion of Γ′ from violat-
ing N3. N4 concerns 0 framed bundles over an RP

2, which do not exist in ∆. As
such in Γ′ these would be all produced by Substitution 4, which do not violate N4.
No components violating N5 are produced because the declaration in Substitution
3 specifically prevents Substitution 4 from producing such components. Lemma
8.1 of [25] prevents the forbidden components of N6 from appearing. Thus, having
established that Γ′ is in normal form, we can conclude that Γ′ = Γ.

To show that ∆ can be recovered from Γ, we need to show these steps are
reversible. For Substitutions 2 and 4 this is clear: substitute the figure on the left
for the figure on the right instead of right for left, and for Substitution 3, we do
nothing. What remains to be checked is if we can recover a single negative definite
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minimal ∆ from the information of meridians on the boundary components of Γ.
A given vertex v that has boundary components in Γ corresponds to a star-shaped
subgraph ∆′, one ray (potentially of length zero) for every boundary component of
v, of a ∆ which could produce Γ. In particular rays of length greater than zero come
from applying the first operation in this proposition, and a ray of length zero would
correspond to the central vertex being unweighted in ∆ and the first operation did
not apply (due to having degree greater than one).

We will show that the meridinal data determines a unique minimal negative
definite ∆′, except perhaps allowing v to be a negative −1 sphere of degree 1 or 2
in the case where v is adjacent to other vertices in Γ and thus in any ∆. In that
case, the degree of v in ∆ would need to be at least 3, else it would have not been
the vertex chosen in operation 1, and thus it could not be blown down in ∆. Thus
∆′ must then appear as the corresponding subgraph in a minimal negative definite
∆ that produces Γ.

In the case where there is a single ray of length zero, nothing more needs to
be done. If there is a ray of length zero along with rays of greater length, the
star decomposes as a connect sum of links each of which is modeled off of the
two core knots in a lens space L(p, q). The lens space is determined based off of
the meridinal data. The minimal model for the lens space is a linear graph and
adjoining unweighted vertices at either end. This can be viewed as coming from a
specific seifert fibering with two singular fibers, referring us to the case below.

If there is no ray of length zero then ∆′ corresponds to a Seifert fibered space
with Seifert fibration determined by the meridinal data. Furthermore, by the fact
that the larger ∆ exists and is negative definite this Seifert fibered space supports
a negative definite ∆′. By the argument in Theorem 5.2 of [26], we get a unique
negative definite graph which is minimal way from the central vertex, in particular
because the Seifert invariants being in normalized form does not place a restriction
on the central vertex.

�

The proposition above with Neumann’s result that the homeomorphism type
determines the normal form Γ [25, Theorem 3.1] gives us a proof of Theorem 1.4.
In particular, we are use Neumann’s result to establish that the normal form for
graphs describing the knot complements must be the same and Proposition 2.15
to then recover the minimal graph for the link from the meridinal data on those
knot complements. Having isomorphic graphs ensures that some diffeomorphism
respecting fibers exists, but also given a diffeomorphism that extends over the XΓ

as a plumbing respecting diffeomorphism up to isotopy that will extend over the
X∆ as as the moves for modifying the graphs are based on local models that the

diffeomorphism respects. In particular CSpinc

GenAlgKnot will have a morphism between

two knots in three-manifolds equipped with Spinc structures if there is some diffeo-
morphism respecting those Spinc structures and knots.

3. Motivations for the Equivalence Type

Here we provide some more discussion of our target category of filtered spaces,
and in particularly modeling within it some behavior we would expect from knot
lattice homotopy based on its connection to Heegaard Floer homology and knot
Floer homology. While we will not go into detail on the Floer theory, a key aspect
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we would like to emulate are certain additional maps such as those from involutive
Heegaard Floer homology and involutive knot Floer homology, and thus we need to
state how we will encode such maps here. However, these maps interact with the
Spinc structures on the underlying three-manifold, so we first discuss those more.

The exact definition of a Spinc structure will not be needed here, but for a
manifold M , Spinc(M) is affinely modeled on H2(M ;Z) and there exists a natural
map c1 : Spinc(M) → H2(M ;Z). In particular for s ∈ Spinc(X), if s|Y = t then
c1(s) maps to c1(t) There also exists an involution s → s called conjugation, and
c1(s) = −c1(s).

In the context of lattice homology, it can be useful to think of Spinc structures
on Y in terms orbits of characteristic cohomology classes of X under the action
of H2(X ;Z). In the case where X is a plumbing of disk bundles of surfaces with
plumbing graph G the first homology of X is isomorphic to the free part of the first
homology of Y , and as such, H2(X ;Z) ∼= H2(X ;Z)∗. An element K ∈ H2(X ;Z) is
characteristic if K([S]) ≡ [S] · [S] (mod 2) for all homology classes [S]. It suffices
to check that K(vi) ≡ ei (mod 2) for all vertices vi of G. This is equivalent to
K reducing mod 2 to the second Steifel-Whitney class w2(X). Denote the set
of characteristic cohomology classes on X by Char(G). For many four-manifolds
including plumbings, the map c1 : Spinc(X) → Char(G) is a bijection. In this
context, [S] ∈ H2(X ;Z) can act on K ∈ Char(G) by K + [S] := K + 2PD[S]. The
orbits of this action on Char(G) correspond to the torsion elements of Spinc(Y ),
and we will denote the orbit of Char(G) corresponding to an element t ∈ Spinc(Y )
by Char(G, t).

We will use the following definition to provide the level of structure we will be
looking for in knot lattice homology as an invariant, including what it would mean
for two such structures to be equivalent.

Definition 3.1. Given a knot K in a rational homology three-sphere Y , a complete
package for (Y,K) is a triple (C, JK , J), where

(1) C is a bigraded Z[U, V ] complex that splits as
⊕

t∈Spinc(Y )(C, t) with U

having grading shift (−2, 0) and V having grading shift (0,−2). The bi-
grading is absolutely Q × Q graded and each individual (C, t) is relatively
Z× Z graded.

(2) A map JK : C → C, which is skew-Z[U, V ] linear, i.e. swaps the actions of U

and V . It should send (C, t) to (C, t+ PD[K]), and J2
K is chain homotopic

to the identity.
(3) A Z[U, V ]-linear map J : (C, t)⊗Z[U, V ]/(V − 1) → (C, t)⊗Z[U, V ]/(V − 1).

Further, J2 is chain homotopic to the identity.

We will consider two complete packages (C1, JK,1, J1) and (C2, JK,2, J2) equivalent
if there exists a chain homotopy equivalence f : C1 → C2 that respects the gradings
and the Spinc structures, commutes with Jv0 up to homotopy and, once included
into the tensor with Z[U, V ]/(V − 1), commutes with J up to homotopy. Complete
packages for a knot (Y,K) form a simplicial category.

In the context of a graph knot where our knot is denoted by an unweighted
vertex v0, we will refer to JK as Jv0 .

Remark 3.2. This parallels the formal properties of knot Floer in relation to Hee-
gaard Floer. The maps JK and J are tracked as potentially related to the in-
volutive maps ιK and ι, and together JK and J recover the map Γ tracked by
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Osváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó in their master complex [28]. However, the map ιK ,
while conventionally called the knot involution, is not necessarily an involution and
squares to the Sarkar map [13]. Furthermore, even if for two knots K1 and K2 it is
known to be an honest involution, this may become false when taking the connect
sum, as the knot involution for K1#K2 is not merely ιK1

⊗ ιK2
but has an extra

term coming from formal derivative maps on the component chain complexes [33].
However, the map Jv0 constructed for knot lattice which most closely appears to
be ιK ’s counterpart is always involution, informing our definition of a complete
package here. The exact relationship between these maps is not known, and for
example, they may potentially agree for prime knots.

In order to express a complete package in homotopy theoretic terms, we will be
replacing our Z[U, V ] chain complex with a doubly-filtered topological space, where
the action by U and V become inclusions on the filtration. We will refer to a doubly
filtered space with X∗∗ where the subspace at level (m,n) is given by Xm,n, and
inclusions filter downward, so Xm1,n1

⊆ Xm2,n2
if m1 ≥ m2 and n1 ≥ n2.

Definition 3.3. The category Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z] has objects doubly filtered spaces
whose filtrations are indexed by a coset of 2Z × 2Z in Q × Q. The nonempty
morphism spaces are between doubly filtered spaces indexed by the same coset,
in which case the morphisms spaces are given by the filtered maps between them.
Similarly Filt[Q:2Z] will have objects with filtrations indexed by cosets of 2Z in Q

and morphism spaces defined similarly.

Note that Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z] naturally forms a topologically and thus simplicially
enriched category. The following provide some useful functors on Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z].

Definition 3.4. The first and second single filtrations are respectively the con-
tinuous functors p1,! and p2,! from Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z] to Filt[Q:2Z] defined on a double
filtered space X∗∗ as

p1,!(X∗∗)m =
⋃

n

Xm,n

p2,!(X∗∗)n =
⋃

m

Xm,n.

Additionally
σ : Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z] → Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z],

is the continuous functor so that σ(X∗∗)m,n = Xn,m. A continuous function be-
tween two doubly filtered spaces X∗∗ to Y∗∗ is skew-filtered if it is a doubly filtered
map from X∗∗ to σ(Y∗∗). Finally there is a continuous bifunctor

⊗ : Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z]×Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z] → Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z]

so that
(X∗∗ ⊗ Y∗∗)m,n =

⋃

m1+m2=m
n1+n2=n

Xm1,n1
× Ym2,n2

If X∗∗ is expressed as the superlevel sets of a function (hU , hV ) : X → Q × Q

then p1,! remembers only hU , p2,! only hV , σ swaps hU and hV , and ⊗ adds the
height functions on X∗∗ and Y∗∗ from the individual coordinates on X × Y . A
continuous map f : X∗∗ → Y∗∗ is filtered if and only if hU (x) ≤ hU (f(x)) for all
x ∈ X . Similarly these work if instead of doubly filtered spaces one considers
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doubly filtered CW-complexes with cellular maps or simplicial/cubical sets and
one gets simplicially enriched categories. Note that filtratons on CW-complexes
should respect the CW-strucutre, i.e. the CW-structure on an individual layer of
the filtraiton comes from the CW-structure on the ambient space.

Definition 3.5. Given a knot K in a rational homology three-sphere Y a complete

homotopy package for (Y,K) is a tuple (Xt

∗∗, J
t,♮
K , J t,♮), where t itself ranges across

Spinc(Y ) where

(1) Each Xt

∗∗ is a doubly filtered CW-complex, with the indexing filtration for
each t potentially coming from a different coset of 2Z× 2Z in Q×Q.

(2) Each J t,♮
K is a skew filtered cellular morphism in Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z]

J t,♮
v0 : Xt

∗∗ → X
t+PD[K]
∗∗

with
(

J♮
v0

)2
doubly-filtered homotopic to the identity.

(3) the morphism in Filt[Q:2Z]

J t,♮ : p1,!
(

Xt

∗∗

)

→ p1,!

(

Xt

∗∗

)

is cellular, and it takes Xt to X
t
with

(

J♮
)2

singly-filtered homotopic to
the identity.

The complete packages associated to a knot (Y,K) form a topological category with
morphisms given by filtered maps that respect the decomposition by Spinc structure

and commute up to homotopy with both the J t,♮
K and the J t,♮.

We will drop the t subscript when discussing these constructions as a whole,
treating it similarly to a coproduct, though technically the different cosets used on
the different components mean it is not a true coproduct.

Given a complete homotopy package (Xt

∗∗, J
t,♮
K , J t,♮), we can recover a complete

package as

(2)

(

⊕

m,n,t

C•

(

Xt

m,n

)

,
(

J♮
K

)

♯
,
(

J♮
)

♯

)

,

where C• is the cellular chain complex, given a Z[U, V ] structure through persis-
tence. In particular, while

⊕

m,nC•

(

Xt

m,n

)

is naturally an abelian group, it gains

the structure of a Z[U, V ] module by letting U act by the inclusion Xt

m,n ⊆ Xt

m−2,n

and letting V act by the inclusion Xm,n ⊆ Xm,n−2. Elements of Cd (Xm,n) have

the gradings grU = d +m and grV = x + n. Furthermore, J♮
K being skew-filtered

means that
(

J♮
K

)

♯
is skew-Z[U, V ] linear due to C• taking σ to the functor swap-

ping the gradings grU and grV and the actions of U and V . Additionally C• takes
the functor p1,! to tensoring with Z[U, V ]/(V − 1), allowing J♮ to be taken to J .

We will talk about a doubly-filtered cellular construction Y ♮ realizing a Z[U, V ]-
linear construction Y if, following the format above,

(

Y ♮
)

♯
yields Y . We use the

word construction loosely here as there are a number of different things we would
like to pass back and forth between these two settings, and in each case we will use
the idea of realization to signal our intent. For example, the doubly filtered cellular
space Xm,n realizes the chain complex C, the skew-filtered map J♮

v0 realizes the

map Jv0 , and the singly-filtered map J♮ realizes the map J on C with coefficients
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in Z[U, V, V −1]. The complete homotopy package (X, {Ft1,t2}, J
♮
v0 , J

♮) realizes the
complete package in Equation (2). More generally, we can talk about doubly-filtered
continuous cellular maps f ♮ realizing chain maps f if

(

f ♮
)

♯
= f and doubly filtered

cellular homotopies H♮ realizing chain homotopies H if
(

H♮
)

♯
= H . We will have

that all the components of the proof of Theorem 1.2 realize the components of the
proof of Theorem 1.1. However, the cellular approximation theorem, means that
unless we are trying to compare with a given map of chain complexes, we will not
be forcing maps to be cellular as we go.

4. A Cubical Construction of Lattice Homology

4.1. The Lattice Chain Complex. Lattice homology HF(Y, t) is an invariant for
a rational homology link of singularity Y equipped with a Spinc structure and com-
puted using a plumbing resolution for the corresponding collection of singularities
(S, {p1, . . . , pn}). We will generally reference this plumbing resolution as X and
assume it has graph G with vertices v1, . . . , vn and that vi has weight v2i . Since
the information of X is often presented in the form of G, we will often reference
G directly and reference a vertex vi as if it were also the corresponding homology
class of a sphere in X . Because we are assuming Y is a rational homology sphere,
all vertices represent spheres and G has no cycles. Némethi introduced lattice ho-
mology in [22] and expanded on it in [23]. We will primarily be drawing notation
from [28] and the framework from [22].

Letting t be a Spinc structure of Y represented as an orbit of characteristc coho-
mology classes Char(G, t) under the action by H2(X ;Z), we will now define some
auxilary information on the way to defining CF(G, t) as a chain complex. This will
start with the generators, then the gradings, before finally covering the differential.

4.1.1. Generators of the Lattice Chain Complex. Let Q(G, t) denote elements or-
dered pairs [K,E] where K ∈ Char(G, t) and E is a subset of the vertices of G,
and let Qk(G, t) be the subset of [K,E] ∈ Q(G, t) such that |E| = k. We will
often denote [K, ∅] simply by K. As a bit of foreshadowing, the elements of Q(G, t)
will be called the cubes of Char(G, t) and Qk(G, t) the k-dimensional cubes. As
a Z[U ] module our complex CF(G, t) is generated by Q(G, t) with the δ grading
k submodule CFk(G, t) generated by Qk(G, t). The δ grading will be one of two
homological gradings.

4.1.2. The Maslov Grading on the Lattice Chain Complex. We will now define a
height function hU : Q → Q so that the image lies entirely in a single coset of 2Z.
To start, define hU on Char(G, t) to be

hU (K) :=
K2 + s

4

where s is the rank of H2(XG;Z). This is chosen so that h(c1(s)) calculates the
grading shift of the Heegaard Floer map F−

W,s : HF−(S3, 0) → HF−(Y, t) where
W is the cobordism achieved by removing a ball from X . We will then choose the
height function on the remaining cubes as

hU ([K,E]) = min{hU (K ′) : I ⊂ E}.
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On an orbit Char(G, t), the values of hU (K) will all be in the same coset of 2Z in
Q, guaranteeing that av and bv are always integers. Furthermore, at this point we
can verify that if c1(t) = 0 then this coset is precisely 2Z.

The role of the height function hU will play a similar role to the weight system
wK in [22] which is defined relative to a choice of K ∈ Char(G, t) and with cubes
defined in H2(XG;Z). In particular, we have the relation:

wK([l, E]) =
hU (K)− hU ([K + l, E])

2
.

Much of the discussion of weight systems in [22] can be carried over here with the
changes that heights should go to a particular coset of 2Z in Q instead of to Z and
we work with the opposite poset structure due to the subtraction that occurs in
the conversion.

One benefit of working with hU instead of wK is that hU is defined absolutely
rather than relatively and thus lets one recover the Maslov grading µ in absolute
rather than relative terms. Specifically,

µ(U j [K,E]) := hU ([K,E]) + |E|+ j

Here µ is designed to match up with the Maslov grading on HF−(Y, t) and thus
is also called the Maslov grading, whereas there is no analogue in Heegaard Floer
homology for δ.

4.1.3. Differential on the Lattice Chain Complex. Now that we have the generators
of CF(G, t) we need to define the differential. The decomposition of Rs into cubes
presents it as a cubical complex, and up to powers of U the differential on CF(G, t)
is the differential induced on this chain complex. Up to some εE,v ∈ {1,−1} to
account for orientation conventions and some non-negative integers av[K,E] and
bv[K,E] to account for how U changes the maslov grading, we have

∂[K,E] =
∑

v∈E

εE,v

(

Uav[K,E][K,E − {v}]− U bv[K,E][K + v, E − {v}]
)

.

One way to establish εE,v is that if

E = {vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vin}

with ij < ij+1 then εE,vij
= (−1)j . This choice of signs has the property that if

u 6= v then εE,vεE−{v},u = −εE,uεE−{u},v, which is what is needed for ∂2 = 0.
The following choice of av[K,E] and bv[K,E] are equivalent to stipulating that

our differential lowers the maslov grading by one.

(3) av[K,E] :=
hU ([K,E − {v}])− hU ([K,E])

2
and

(4) bv[K,E] :=
hU ([K + v, E − {v}])− hU ([K,E])

2
.

Note that our construction of hU ensures that both av and bv are in 2Z≥0 as needed
for our differential to be defined.

We will now go through a collection of formulas from [28] which are useful in
computation. The focus of these calculations is towards understanding av[K,E]
and bv[K,E], and they make use of the fact that these values only depend on hU

up to a constant that may depend on [K,E]. As such analyzing the behavior of
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hU (·)−hU (K)
2 over the vertices of [K,E], [K,E] itself, plus the front and back faces

of [K,E] in a direction v yields lots of relevant information. We can then define
the following values, with the first equality giving the definition as in [28] and the
second equality translating the statement in terms of hU :

f([K, I]) :=

(
∑

v∈I K(v)
)

+
(
∑

v∈I v
)2

2
=

hU

(

K +
∑

v∈I v
)

− hU (K)

2

g([K,E]) := min{f([K, I]) : I ⊆ E} =
hU ([K,E])− hU (K)

2

Av[K,E] := min{f([K, I]) : I ⊆ E − {v}} =
hU ([K,E − {v}])− hU (K)

2

Bv[K,E] := min{f([K, I]) : v ∈ I ⊆ E} =
hU ([K + v, E − {v}])− hU (K)

2
.

The first two of these are called the G-weight of [K, I] and the minimal G-weight of
[K,E] in [28]. The first of these follows directly from the definition of hU and from
how we defined the action of the vertices on Char(G, t) by K + v := K + 2PD[v],
since

hU

(

K +
∑

v∈I v
)

− hU (K)

2
=

(

K +
∑

v∈I v
)2

+ s−K2 − s

8

=

(

K +
∑

v∈I 2PD[v]
)2

−K2

8

=

(
∑

v∈I K(v)
)

+
(
∑

v∈I v
)2

2
:= f([K, I]).

The rest of the formulas relating these values to hU follow from this first obvser-
vation. Note that [28] then define av = Av[K,E]− g([K,E]) and bv = Bv[K,E]−
g([K,E]) which by the above calculations reduces to our formulas for av and bv
given earlier. We will define a new value ∆v by

∆v[K,E] :=
hU ([K + v, E − {v}])− hU ([K,E − {v}])

2
,

which can be computed using ∆v[K,E] = Bv[K,E]−Av[K,E].
The formula for the G-weight in terms of hU holds using a direct computation

of the right hand side using the intersection form and the definition of the action of
H2(XG;Z) on Char(G). Each of g, Av, an Bv each then take minima over respec-
tively the whole cube, the front face in direction v, and the back face in direction
v, which by definition then allows the term hU

(

K +
∑

v∈I v
)

to be replaced with
hU ([K,E]), hU ([K,E − {v}]), and hU ([K + v, E − {v}]). From these, we can see
that av[K,E] = Av[K,E] − g([K,E]) and bv([K,E]) = Bv[K,E] − g([K,E]), and
in fact [28] uses this as the definition of av and bv.

The following proposition will be useful in calculations, since we may want to
understand how h acts on a cube by looking at how it acts on opposing faces, and
it follows relatively directly from the definition.

Proposition 4.1. Let v be a vertex and E is a subset of the vertices with v ∈ E,
then for cubes [K,E], we have that

hU ([K,E]) = min(hU ([K,E − {v}]), hU ([K + v, E − {v}])).

In particular, at least one of av[K,E] and bv[K,E] must be zero.
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(a) The ellipses that generate the height
function.

(b) The height function on the cubes
themselves.

(c) The plumbing graph.

Figure 4. An example of the lattice homology filtration. Subfig-
ure 4c gives the plumbing for this example. Subfigure 4a gives the

ellipses when using the quadtratic form K2+2
4 with the value of the

height function labeled on the vertices, i.e. the characteristic coho-
mology classes. Subfigure 4b shows this height function discretized
so that the height of a cube is the same height as its lowest vertex;
this gives the filtration for lattice homology. In order to make each
figure readable on their own, the colors of the ellipses in Figure 4a
are lighter than those for the filtration in figure 4b. However, the
relative shadings to agree, and for example the darkest ellipse in
Figure 4a and the darkest cubes in Figure 4b are both at height 0.

Example 4.2. Figure 4 provides an example of this calculation for the plumbing of
S3 given in Figure 4c. Let v1 be the vertex with weight −1 and v2 the vertex with
weight −2. In the figure v1 is associated with the vertical direction and v2 with the
horizontal direction. The height function is shown on the characteristic cohomology
classes, i.e. the vertices, where the upper right vertex with height 0 represents the
characteristic class K0 such that K0(v1) = −1 and K0(v2) = 0. The background of

Figure 4a shows the ellipses from the quadratic form K2+2
4 . Because we work with

characteristic cohomology classes, squaring K based on how K evaluates on v1 and
v2 requires looking at the inverse of the adjacency matrix for the plumbing graph.
We have included the adjacency matrix G for the plumbing graph and its inverse
below from which one can use the upper left corner to calculate that K2

0 = −2 and
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thus hU (K0) = 0.

G =

[

−1 1
1 −2

]

G−1 =

[

−2 −1
−1 −1

]

The background of Figure 4b colors the squares by where they sit in the filtration.
In order to make the figures individually readable, the colors in Figure 4b do not
precisely match the ellipses in Subfigure 4a, but in both cases darker means the
cube is higher. One can see that the darkest squares in Figure 4b are precisely
those that fit in the second smallest ellipse in Figure 4a. There are no squares that
fit inside the smallest ellipse from Figure 4a, and the filtration at level 0 gives a
path of four vertices and three edges, which receive the darkest coloring in Figure
4b.

4.2. The Filtered Homotopy Type. One key observation of Némethi in [22] is
that a Z[U ]-complex CF(G, t) can be interpreted as coming from a filtered cube
decomposition for Rs, where s is the order of the graph G, i.e. the rank of
H2(XG;Z). The k-dimensional cubes are precisely the elements [K,E] of Qk(G, t).
The zero-dimensional cubes are the elements of Char(G, t) themselves, and the one-
dimensional cubes [K, {vi}] are edges connecting K and K + vi where vi is a base
surface. More generally for K ∈ Char(G, t) and E a subset of the vertices of G, we
have that the cube [K,E] is the convex hull of the points {K +

∑

I⊂E vi : I ⊆ E}.
Here |E| is the dimension of the cube, so [K,E] ∈ Q|E|. We will say that if v ∈ E
then the cube [K,E] is supported in direction v. For each direction v that it is
supported in, the cube [K,E] has two faces: [K,E − {v}], which we will call the
front face of [K,E] in the direction v, and [K + v, E − {v}], which we will call the
back face of [K,E] in the direction v. As mentioned in Section 3, we can then define
a filtered space from hU using superlevel sets

Xr :=
⋃

hU ([K,E])≥r

[K,E],

which recovers the chain complex using cellular persistent homology. This approach
suggests the following definition:

Definition 4.3. The lattice space CF♮(G, t) associated to a plumbing and Spinc structure
(G, t) is the data of the cube decomposition of Euclidean space equipped with the

filtration induced by hU . The lattice homotopy type CF♮(Y, t) is the filtered homo-

topy type of a given CF♮(G, t) where (G, t) is a particular plumbing representation
of (Y, t).

4.3. Other Properties and Structure. Ozsváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó remarked
upon the following equivalence in the chain complex setting [28], and we now show
that it can be used in the filtered setting as well.

Proposition 4.4. Let G1 and G2 be graphs and with Spinc structures t1 and t2

respectively. Then there exist canonical isomoprhisms

ϕ : CF(G1, t1)⊗ CF(G2, t2) → CF(G1 ⊔G2, t1#t2)

ϕ♮ : CF♮(G1, t1)⊗ CF
♮(G2, t2) → CF

♮(G1 ⊔G2, t1#t2),

where on filtered spaces ⊗ is constructed analogously to the functor described in
Section 3.
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Proof. Define

ϕ∞ : CF∞(G1, t1)⊗ CF∞(G2, t2) → CF∞(G1 ⊔G2, t1#t2)

by

ϕ∞(([K1, E1]⊗ [K2, E2]) := U ζ[(K1,K2), E1 ⊔ E2].

This map is a bijection on the generating sets, and an inspection of the differential
reveals it to be a chain map, so we will get desired map ϕ so long as the filtra-
tions agree. This suggests a cellular homeomorphism ϕ♮ which takes the points in
[K1, E1]× [K2, E2] linearly to the corresponding point in [(K1,K2), E1 ⊔E2]. Now,
we would like to check that this map preserves height functions, and in particular
if hU,1 and hU,2 are the height functions for (G1, t1) and (G2, t2) respectively then,

(5) hU (ϕ ([K1, E1]⊗ [K2, E2])) = hU,1([K1, E1]) + hU,2([K2, E2])

We have hU satisfies equation (5) on the vertices, since the intersection form
on XG1⊔G2

is the direct sum of the intersection forms on XG1
and XG2

. Now for
[(K1,K2), E1 ⊔ E2] we have that its vertices are (K ′

1,K
′
2) where K ′

1 is a vertex of
[K1, E1] and K ′

2 is a vertex of [K2, E2]. So,

hU ([(K1,K2), E1 ⊔ E2]) = min{hU ((K
′
1,K

′
2)) |K

′
1 ∈ [K1, E1], K

′
2 ∈ [K2, E2]}

= min{hU,1(K
′
1) + hU,2(K

′
2) |K

′
1 ∈ [K1, E1], K

′
2 ∈ [K2, E2]}

= min{hU,1(K
′
1) |K

′
1 ∈ [K1, E1]}

+min{hU,2(K
′
2) |K2 ∈ [K2, E2]}

= hU,1([K1, E1]) + hU,2([K2, E2])

�

Remark 4.5. This definition of CF(G, t) predisposes lattice homology HF(G, t) to
many of the formal properties of Heegaard Floer homology. It has an absolute Q

grading for torsion Spinc structures with a relative Z grading. Furthermore taking
coefficients in Z[U,U−1] is equivalent to letting every cube appear in every level of
the filtration, and thus because Rs is contractible we would have that HF

∞
0 (G, t) ∼=

Z[U,U−1] and HF∞
k (G, t) ∼= 0 for k > 0. The even and odd parts of HF(G, t)

are respectively
⊕

k HF2k(G, t) and
⊕

k HF2k+1(G, t). Proposition 4.4 mirrors how
taking connect sums of three-manifolds yields tensor products on the chain level
for Heegaard Floer Homology.

Finally, define a filtered chain map

J :
⊕

t∈Spinc(Y )

CF(G, t) →
⊕

t∈Spinc(Y )

CF(G, t)

by

J([K,E]) := (−1)|E|

[

−K −
∑

u∈E

u,E

]

.

Observe that on the vertices K ∈ Char(G), we have J(K) = −K. Because
our height function is based on a quadratic form, hU (J(K)) = hU (K). Since,
hU ([K,E]) is calculated based on the value of hU on the vertices the calculation
is thus unchanged when considering J([K,E]). Thus, hU ([K,E]) = hU (J([K,E])),
meaning their are no U powers needed in our definition. One can model J ’s action
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on CF
♮(G, t) by looking at an an affine translation of negation acting on Rs. This

enables us to define a
J♮ : CF♮(G, t) → CF

♮(G, t)

such that
(

J♮
)

♯
= J . This construction gives the same map as ι on Heegaard Floer

homology for almost rational graphs, which are graphs which can be made into
L-spaces by lowering the weight on a single vertex [7].

5. Knot Lattice Homology: A Second Filtration

Let Gv0 be a plumbing graph representing a generalized algebraic knot in a
rational homology sphere with an unweighted vertex v0, and we will define G :=
Gv0 − v0 to talk about the graph representing the ambient three-manifold. Let t

be a Spinc structure on the plumbed three-manifold defined by G. We will first
construct the knot lattice chain complex associated to (Gv0 , t), then the doubly
filtered knot lattice space.

5.1. Knot Lattice Chain Complex.

5.1.1. Generators and First Maslov Grading. Let CFK(Gv0 , t) be freely generated
over Z[U, V ] by all the cubes Q(G, t). As with lattice homology, we have a homo-
logical grading δ, where δ the grading k portion CFKk(Gv0 , t) is freely generated by
the elements of Qk. Additionally, the height function hU from Section 4.1.2 carries
over as well, and the first Maslov grading grU is defined using the same formula as
in Section 4.1.2 with the action of V preserving grU .

5.1.2. The Second Maslov Grading and Alexander Grading. Recall from Section
2.1.2 that the vertex v0 represents a disk in the plumbing resolutionX , in particular
the boundary connect sum of the fibers of vertices adjacent to v0. As a homology
class in X relative its boundary Y , the disk v0 can act on elements of Char(G) as
K + v0 := K + 2PD(v0), though it will only preserve orbits Char(G, t) if the weak
generalized algebraic knot was null-homologous in the ambient three-manifold, i.e.
a strong generalized algebraic knot. Note that this formula does not require a
framing or weight on v0 as we are using the relative homology class of the disk
rather than moving to a larger plumbing, and we view not having to use knowlege
of a larger plumbing as a benefit of using this approach. This action of v0 on
Char(G) can extend to an action on the cubes of CF(G) that translates the cubes
in the direction given by v0, i.e. sending [K,E] to [K + v0, E]. Define a second
height function hV on the cubes by

hV ([K,E]) := hU ([K + v0, E]),

and the second Maslov grading by

grV (U
iV j [K,E]) := hV ([K,E]) + |E| − 2j.

Together the two Maslov gradings induce an Alexander grading

A :=
grU − grV

2
=

hU − hV

2
.

We will now confirm that the formulation above and that given in [28] give the
same result. To define the Alexander grading of an element [K,E], the authors of
[28] first consider a graph Gv0(m0), where the vertex v0 is given the weight m0.
The value of m0 will wash out in our calculations, but we can assume it is chosen
so Gv0(m0) is negative definite. This process caps off the disk v0 to a sphere.
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Furthermore, G being negative definite means that PD(v0) = PD(Σ0), where Σ0

is a second homology class in the plumbing X associated to G potentially with
rational coefficients. Consider then Σ := v0 − Σ0 in the plumbing associated to
Gv0(m0). We will also consider an extension L of K in Gv0(m0) such that

L(v0) = −m0 + 2g[K,E]− 2g[K + v0, E].

The Alexander grading is then defined to be

A([K,E]) =
L(Σ) + Σ2

2
.

To show that this gives the same result as our own presentation of knot lattice
homology, we only need to show that this definition of the Alexander grading yields
the same result as looking at half the difference of the two Maslov gradings. In
particular, letting G represent the adjacency matrix of the graph G and v∗0 represent
PD[v0] in H2(X ;Z), we have that G−1v0 = Σ0, and

Σ2 = m0 − 2〈v0,G
−1v∗0〉+ (G−1v∗0)

2 = m0 − (G−1v∗0)
2.

Therefore,

A[K,E] =
L[K,E](Σ) + Σ2

2

=
L[K,E](v0)− L[K,E](G

−1v∗0) +m0 − (G−1v∗0)
2

2

=
g[K,E]− g[K + v0, E]−K(G−1v∗0)− (G−1v∗0)

2

2

=
g[K,E]− g[K + v0, E]− 〈v∗0 ,K〉G−1 − 〈v∗0 , v

∗
0〉

2
G−1

2

=
g[K,E]− g[K + v0, E]

2
−

K2 −K2 − 4〈v∗0 ,K〉G−1 − 4〈v∗0 , v
∗
0〉G−1

8

=
1

2

(

K2 + s

4
+ g[K,E]−

(K + v0)
2 + s

4
− g[K + v0, E]

)

=
1

2
(hU [K,E])− hV ([K,E])).

5.1.3. Differential on the Knot Lattice Chain Complex. The differential on the knot
lattice chain complex will parallel that of the lattice chain complex discussed in
Section 4.1.3 but with extra V powers inserted to keep track of grV . We define

∂[K,E] :=
∑

v∈E

εE,vU
av[K,E]V cv[K,E][K,E − {v}]

−
∑

v∈E

εE,vU
bv[K,E]V dv[K,E][K + v, E − {v}],

where av and bv are exactly as in Equations (3) and (4), while cv and dv are defined
similarly but with hV instead of hU . In particular, cv[K,E] = av[K + v0, E] and
dv[K,E] = bv[K+v0, E]. The same arguments from Section 4 ensure that av, bv, cv
and dv are all non-negative integers.
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5.2. The Doubly Filtered Space. Further paralleling the discussion in Subsec-
tion 4, each height function independently gives us a filtration of superlevel sets,
which are cubical subcomplexes. Considered together they form a double-filtration
using superlevel sets

Xm,n = Span{[K,E] : hU ([K,E]) ≥ m and hV ([K,E]) ≥ n}.

As such, the Z[U, V ] module can be recovered using the persistence chain complex.
This construction suggests the following definition for a corresponding doubly-

filtered topological space.

Definition 5.1. The knot lattice space CFK♮(Gv0 , t) associated to a plumbing
with unweighted vertex Gv0 and Spinc structure t is Euclidean space with the cube
decomposition above and the double filtration induced by hU and hV .

Many of the conventions mentioned in Section 4 carry over here as CFK♮(Gv0 , t) is

CF
♮(G, t) with another filtration added. In particular p1,!(CFK

♮(Gv0 , t)) = CF(G, t)
and the J defined in section 4 can be the map J in the definition of a complete
homotopy package for our knot.

Example 5.2. Figures 5 and 6 provide examples of this construction. Both are
presented similarly to Figure 4 with one subfigure showing the corresponding ellipses
and two others showing the discretized version of the height functions on the cubes
themselves. However, this time there are two sets of ellipses, one in blue representing
hU and one in magenta representing hV . The filtration induced by hU is reproduced
for convenience, and a new subfigures added including he filtration induced by
hV again with higher heights depicted with darker colors. Note that because our
vertices are cohomology classes, but the arrangement of the integer lattice is based
off of an action by the second homology, to calculate the translation associated to
v0 one looks at the dual basis to the basis given by the base surfaces. This can be
calculated using the inverse of the matrix for the intersection form. Having multiple
examples is useful in and of itself, but it will come up again in Section 6, where we
will see how the choice of knot can affect our calculations.

5.3. Other Properties and Structure. The following proposition mirrors Propo-
sition 4.4 in Subsection 4 and was also noticed by Ozsváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó in
the chain complex setting [28].

Proposition 5.3. Let G1,v0 and G2,v0 be negative definite graphs with an un-
weighted vertex, with Spinc structures t1 and t2 respectively. Let G1,v0#G2,v0 be
the graph which is the disjoint union of the graphs merged at v0. Then there exist
canonical isomoprhisms, where ⊗ on doubly filtered spaces is the functor described
in Section 3.

ϕ : CF(G1,v0 t1)⊗ CF(G2,v0 , t2) → CF(G1,v0#G2,v0 , t1#t2)

ϕ♮ : CF♮(G1,v0 , t1)⊗ CF
♮(G2,v0 , t2) → CF

♮(G1,v0#G2, t1#t2).

Proof. AssumehU,1 and hV,1 are the height functions for (G1, t1), while hU,2, and
hV,2 are the height functions on (G2, t2), then we would like to show that

hU (ϕ ([K1, E1]⊗ [K2, E2])) = hU,1([K1, E1]) + hU,2([K2, E2])(6)

hV (ϕ ([K1, E1]⊗ [K2, E2])) = hV,1([K1, E1]) + hV,2([K2, E2])(7)
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(a) The height function as ellipses
(b) The first height function on the
cubes

(c) The second height function on the
cubes

(d) The plumbing graph used in this examples

Figure 5. A figure illustrating an example of the computation of
knot lattice homology. Figure 5d gives the plumbing and knot used
for this example. Figure 5a shows both the original ellipses used
to create this example with hU in blue and the translated ellipses
created using hV in magenta. These are done with transparency
so that darker ellipses have higher values on the height functions
and more magenta means hV is higher and more blue means hU

is higher. Inside the vertices of Figure 5a are the values (hU , hV ).
Figure 5b reproduces the first height function, while 5c provides
the discritized second height function. Heights of less than -14
were rendered as white.
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(a) The height function as ellipses
(b) The first height function on the
cubes

(c) The first height function on the
cubes

(d) The plumbing graph used in this examples

Figure 6. Another example of the double filtration for the knot
lattice complex. This example has the same three-manifold as
Figure 5 but use a different unweighted vertex, as shown in 6d. See
Figure 5 for a discussion of how these figures were constructed.
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The maps ϕ and ϕ♮ follow the same construction as in Proposition 4.4, and Equa-
tion (6) becomes Equation (5) proved in that context. What remains to be shown
is Equation (7). If (K1,K2) is in Char(G1,v0#G2,v0), then (K1,K2) + v0 = (K1 +
v0,K2 + v0) where each v0 is interpreted to be the unweighted vertex in the appro-
priate setting. Then for a given [(K1,K2), E1 ⊔E2] with E1 a subset of the vertices
of G1,v0 and E2 a subset of G2,v0 ,

hV ([(K1,K2), E1 ⊔ E2]) = hU ([(K1,K2) + v0, E1 ⊔ E2])

= hU ([(K1 + v0,K2 + v0), E1 ⊔ E2])

= hU,1([K1 + v0, E1]) + hU,2([K2 + v0, E2])

= hV,1([K1, E1]) + hV,2([K2, E2]),

which confirms equation (7). �

Finally define

Jv0 : CFK(Gv0 , t) → CFK(Gv0 , t+ PD(v0))

on the generators by

Jv0([K,E]) = (−1)|E|

[

−K − v0 −
∑

v∈E

v, E

]

.

The map Jv0 can be thought of geometrically via negation and translation (poten-
tially between orbits Char(G, t)). Note that this can be realized in a continuous
manner as

J♮
v0 : CFK

♮(Gv0 , t) → CFK
♮(Gv0 , t+ PD(v0)),

similar to J . We can check that Jv0 is skew Z[U, V ]-linear by checking that it is
skew filtered. Thus observe that

hV (Jv0([K,E])) = hV

([

−K − v0 −
∑

v∈E

v, E

])

= hU

([

−K −
∑

v∈E

v, E

])

= hU (J [K,E])

= hU ([K,E])

hU (Jv0([K,E])) = hU

([

−K − v0 −
∑

v∈E

v, E

])

= hU (J([K + v0, E])

= hU ([K + v0, E)

= hV ([K,E]).

The definitions below summarize the constructions above. Note thatCFK♮(Gv0 , t)
contains both the information of the topological space and the double filtration.
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Definition 5.4. The complete knot lattice homology package for the generalized
algebraic knot (Y,K) is the complete package





⊕

t∈Spinc(Y )

CFK(Gv0 , t), Jv0 , J



 ,

while the complete knot lattice homotopy package for (Y,K) is the complete homo-
topy package





⊔

t∈Spinc(Y )

CFK
♮(Gv0 , t), J

♮
v0 , J

♮



 .

6. Contractable Spaces of Maps

Before proving invariance and naturality, we will discuss the idea of homotopy
colimits, which will subsume the approaches of quasi-fibrations used by Némethi [1,
24] and contractions used by Osváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó [27]. Furthermore, while
this framework subsumes the previous to approaches, it provides a more powerful
way to discuss the ways in which we are identifying the different presentations
of knot lattice, so that we can not only guarantee that a homotopy equivalence
exists but to identify a contractible space of such maps. This approach will also be
compatible with the reduction theorems for lattice homology such as that in [17, 1].
It will also be reminiscent of the surgery formula from [28].

The role homotopy colimits play here is as a way describing our space as con-
structed in terms of simpler parts so that we can identify the specific maps that
play well with respect to that decomposition. In particular, our goal in this section
will be to provide such a deconstruction for every weighted vertex of our graph so
that each piece of the deconstruction is homotopy equivalent to a filtered point, a
property which we will call being subcontractible. The name subcontractible comes
from doubly filtered points p being subterminal in doubly filtrered spaces; given a
doubly filtered space Y , there is at most one doubly filtered map from Y to p, but
such a map might not always exist. Similarly, the space of doubly filtered maps to
a subcontractible space will be either be contractible or empty.

Subsection 6.1 provides an review of homotopy colimits and how they can be
used to identify a particular nice space of maps between two homotopy colimits.
More can be found on the construction and use of homotopy colimits in [32, 8].
We mention conditions that guarantee which said space is contractible. These
descriptions will produce a diagram of doubly-filtered spaces and identifying the
desired space of maps will be the homotopically analogous to when working with two
colimits identifying specifically the maps which come from natural transformations
of the underlying diagrams. Subsection 6.2 will show that CFK(Gv0 , t) has such a
description as a homotopy colimit so that each object in the diagram describes an
orbit of v and how this orbit can be collapsed in a way guaranteeing the contractible
space of maps from Subsection 6.1. The end of this section compares its methods
to those in [1, 24, 27, 14]. In particular, this includes highlighting how homotopy
colimits relate to quasi-fibrations of [1, 24] and the contraction maps of [27] but
also exploring generalizations of the contraction maps highlighted by the homotopy
colimit approach and that such generalizations are needed.
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6.1. Homotopy colimits.

Definition 6.1. Given a small category D and functor F : D → M for some
simplicially enriched and tensored category M , the homotopy colimit of F is

hocolimF := coeq











∐

~d : [n]→D
i : [m]→[n]

∆m ⊗ F (~d(0)) ⇒
∐

~d : [n]→D

∆n ⊗ F (~d(0))











,

where [n] is a categorical n simplex 0 → 1 → ... → n and ∆n is the n-simplex. The
two maps of the coequalizer come from considering the effect of i on ∆m versus

considering the effect of i∗ on F (~d(0)) The left deformation of F is the diagram
B(D,D,F ) so that for d ∈ D, letting ηd : D/d → D be the canonical map from the
overcategory at d to D,

B(D,D,F )(d) = hocolimD/d η
∗
dF.

Homotopy colimits are specific example of a wider construction known as the two-
sided bar constructionB(G,D, F ) which takes as input a covariant functor F : → C
and a contravariant functor G : D → sSet, where B(∗, D, F ) recovers hocolimF
and B(D,D,F )(d) := B(D(−, d), D, F ) the left deformation. Note that the left
deformation comes with a canonical natural transformation η : B(D,D,F ) → F ,
which will in fact be a point-wise homotopy equivalence (see Definition 2.2.1 and
Theorem 5.1.1 of [32]). Furthermore, the left deformation produces the homotopy
colimit via the colimit colimD B(D,D,F ) ∼= hocolimD F .

Morally and most importantly to our work, homotopy colimits operate as col-
imits do except the condition on cocones and natural transformations commuting
gets replaced by homotopy coherence, i.e. commuting up to specified homotopies.
For every string of n composable morphisms starting at d that one might need a
homotopy for one has thickened F (d) by ∆n to provide that homotopy and the iden-
tifications from the coequalizer ensure that all of these homotopies are compatible
with composition and the insertion of identities. The following definition will not
only provide a way of specifying such a homotoopy coherent natural transformation
but collect them in to a space.

Definition 6.2. Let D be a small category and let F,G : D → M be two functors
from D to some simplicially enriched, tensored, and cotensored category M . Then,
the space of homotopy coherent natural transformations from F to G is

C(F,D,G) := eq









∏

[n]→D

G(d(n))F (d(0))⊗∆n

⇒
∏

[n]→D
η : [m]→[n]

G(d(n))F (d(0))∆m









,

where the equalizer is taken over the maps induced by applying η to ∆m and by
mapping G(d(η(m))F (dη(0)) to G(d(n))F (d(0)) via precomposition by F (d(0)) →
F (d(η(0))) and post-composition from G(d(η(m))) → G(d(n)).

As suggested by the preceding paragraph, we do indeed have

C(F,D,G) ∼= MD(B(D,D,F ), D,G),

as noted in [32] equation (7.7.5). Additionally, C(F,D,G) is functorial, in par-

ticular using
(

MD
)op

× MD → M . Just as the homotopy colimit is specification
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of a two-sided bar construction B(−, D−), the mapping space is an application of
the two-sided co-bar construction C(−, D,−). Furthermore, [32] it is noted that
B(−, D,−) respects weak equivalences for a simplicaly enriched model category M
if the functors are objectwise cofibrant, and the dual statement is that C(−, D,−)
preserves weak equivalences between functors with fibrant objects, and in particu-
lar pointwise homotopy equivalences between functors will be taken to homotopy
equivalences. Most imediately, we have that C(F,D,G) is weakly equivalent to
C(F,D,B(D,D,G)) ∼= MD(B(D,D,F ), B(D,D,G)), i.e. the natural transforma-
tions between the left deformations of F and G. There is a natural map then to
M(hocolimF, hocolimG).

We now move from general to review to a focus on showing that C(F,D,G) is
contractible given some condition on the objects of G. The condition needed will
involve first considering a generalization of contractibility.

Definition 6.3. An object Y in a category M is subterminal if for every object X
in M , M(X,Y ) has at most one morphism. An object Y in a simplicially enriched
model category M is subcontractible if it is homotopy equivalent to a subterminal
object X , which we will call the associated subterminal to Y .

Lemma 6.4. The subterminal objects in Filt[Q×Q : 2Z×2Z] are precisely the doubly
filtered points.

Proof. Let Y∗∗ be a subterminal object in Filt[Q×Q : 2Z×2Z]. Given a topological
space X , the doubly-filtered space Gn,m(X) which as height (n,m) everywhere
will have either a single doubly-filtered map to Y∗∗ or no maps to Y∗∗. However,
such maps are in bijection with maps in Top(X,Yn,m). If Yn,m is nonempty, there
will always exist at least one map that factors through a point in Yn,m. However,
in that case there will always be exactly one map, so Yn,m is a point. For any
(n,m) ∈ [q1, q2], Yn,m is either a point or empty, then Y∗∗ must be a doubly-filtered
point. Conversely, given any doubly-filtered point there will be at most one map
into it since all filtered continuous maps are also continuous maps. �

Proposition 6.5. Given a small category D and a simplicially enriched model cat-
egory M , a functor F : D → M , and a functor G : D → M which is objectwise sub-
contractible, C(F,D,G) will be empty if there is any d ∈ D so that M(F (d), G(d))
is empty, and otherwise C(F,D,G) will be contractible.

Proof. If there exists any d ∈ D so thatM(F (d), G(d)) is empty, then both products
in the coequalizer defining C(F,D,G) will have an empty term and thus be empty
themselves. We will now assume that M(F (d), G(d)) is non-empty for every d ∈ D.
For d ∈ D let pd be the associated subtermimal to G(d). There is a unique functor
H : D → M so that H(d) = pd and a unique natural transformation ǫ : G → H .
Because ǫ is a pointwise homotopy equivalence we have that it induces a homotopy
equivalence C(F,D,G) → C(F,D,H). However, note that because H is objectwise
subterminal and for every d, M(F (d), G(d)) and thus M(F (d), H(d)) is nonempty
then there must exist a unique natural transformation η : F → H , which is in
fact a unique element of C(F,D,H) by the homotopy coherent mapping space’s
construction. Hence, C(F,D,G) is contractible. �

6.2. Decomposition and reduction. For this section, Gv0 will always be a neg-
ative definite forest with some weighted vertex v and a single unweighed vertex v0,
and t ∈ Spinc(YG). Let I be a subset of the weighted vertices of Gv0 . We will
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now construct a category DG,I whose objects are orbits {[K,E] +
∑

v∈I ivv}iv∈Z

of cubes [K,E] ∈ QG,t not supported in the directions I and whose morphisms
recognize when the cubes in one orbit are in the boundary of the cubes of another
orbit. In particular, given E1 ⊆ E2 ⊆ E we have a morphism

{[K,E] +
∑

v∈I

ivv}iv∈Z → {[K +
∑

u∈E1

u,E\E2] +
∑

v∈I

ivv}iv∈Z.

For example if V is the entire, vertex set of G then DG,V is a single object with
the identity morphism.

Now associated to each orbit {[K,E] +
∑

v∈I ivv}iv∈Z there is a cube complex
F1({[K,E]+iv}i∈Z) that picks out all the cubes [K,E] in that orbit along with cubes
[K,E ∪ I1] for I1 ⊆ I that project onto that orbit when forgetting any support in
directions I. Essentially, choosing a point x in the middle of the cube [K,E], we can
look at the filtered space with points x+

∑

v∈I tvv for t ∈ R rather than restricting
to orbits under the integers. These arrange together to form a diagram F1 of doubly
filtered spaces of shape DG,I , as a morphism in DG,I represents one orbit being in
the boundary of another orbit, and moving to the boundary necessarily induces a
doubly filtered map.

Proposition 6.6. As a doubly filtered space hocolimF1
∼= CFK

♮(Gv0 , t), where F1

is the diagram on DG,I discussed above.

Proof. Let Ĩ represent the simplicial complex with three vertices, 0, 12 , and 1, an

edge starting at 1
2 and going to 0, and another edge starting at 1

2 and going to 1.
This is the subdivision of the standard simplicial complex for the interval. We can
thus model a cube [K,E] ∈ QG as Ĩ |E\I| × [0, 1]|I∩E|, which while homeomorphic

to the standard cube has a different cell decomposition as Ĩ |E\I| inherits its cell
structure as simplicial complex Doing this for all cubes in CFK♮(Gv0 , t) with the

filtration information tracked makes CFK♮(Gv0 , t) more recognizable to the homo-
topy colimit definition. In particular for every nondegenerate map from [n] into
DG,I starting at {[K,E]+

∑

v∈I ivv}iv∈Z and the F1

(

{[K,E] +
∑

v∈I ivv}iv∈Z

)

as-
sociated to [K,E ∪ I1] with I1 ⊆ I contributes a cell of shape [K, I1] ×∆n at the
height of [K,E ∪ I1] to the homotopy colimit. This cell can directly be identified
with a cell in the decomposition of the cube [K,E∪I1] described above. See Figure
7 for a visual depiction of the subdivisions for different choices of I. �

We will now show that setting I = {v} for a single weighted vertex v, the filtered
space F1({[K,E]+iv}i∈Z) is subcontractible for every {[K,E]+iv}i∈Z. To do so, we
will show in Lemma 6.7 that along {[K,E]+iv}i∈Z the height function hU (and thus
hV ) is concave. As such both hU and hV will achieve maximums on {[K,E]+iv}i∈Z.
Next, we will show that there must be a cube [K ′, E] in {[K,E] + iv}i∈Z which
maximizes both hU and hV , before confirming that F1({[K,E]+iv}i∈Z) can contract
down to this point.

Lemma 6.7. Given a negative-definite forest G, a vertex v of G and a cube [K,E] ∈
Q, then

hU ([K,E]) >
hU ([K + v, E]) + hU ([K − v, E])

2
.

Proof. We start with the case of vertices, i.e. E = ∅. For any K ∈ Char(G),

the function fK,v : R → R given by fK,v(t) := K2+s
4 + tK(v) + t2v2 is a concave
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(a) The homotopy colimit
associated to the functor
F1 on DG,{v1 ,v2}.

(b) The homotopy colimit
associated to the functor
F1 on DG,{v2}.

(c) The homotopy colimit
associated to the functor
F1 on DG,{v2}.

Figure 7. Figures depicting how the cell decomposition changes
depending on whether you take the homotopy colimit of a functor
sitting over DG,{u,v}, DG,{v} or DG,∅. Here K is some charac Here
u represents the horizontal direction and v the vertical direction.
If u and v are the only vertices of G then Figure 7a shows that
this recovers CFK

♮(Gv0 , t). Meanwhile DG,∅ meanwhile depicts
a full subdivision of each cube, while DG,{v} only subdivides the
direction of u, but when looking in the direction v the cubes remain
the same.

function, since it is a parabola with negative leading coefficient. Observe that
hU (K + iv) = fK,v(i). For an arbitrary choice of E, by definition,

hU ([K + iv, E]) = min{fK′,v(i) : K ′ is a vertex of [K,E]},

and because minimizing over strictly concave functions gives a strictly concave
function, the result follows in this case. �

Lemma 6.8. Let Gv0 be a negative definite graph with unweighted vertex v0 and let
be v be some weighted vertx of Gv0 . If bv[K,E] > 0 then cv[K,E] = 0. Similarly,
if av[K,E] > 0 then dv[K,E] = 0

Proof. First, we can use Proposition 5.3 and the definition of the boundary map
on a tensor product to reduce to the case where v0 is a leaf. We will without loss
of generality consider the case where bv[K,E] > 0, thus implying that Bv[K,E] >
Av[K,E]. Note that cv[K,E] = av[K + v0, E], so we wish to show that BV [K +
v0, E] ≥ Av[K + v0, E]. For every I ⊂ E ∪ {v}, let xI =

∑

w∈I w. If u ∈ I, where
u is the vertex to which v0 is adjacent, then

f([K + v0, I]) =
(K + v0)(xI) + x2

I

2

=
K(xI\u) +K(u) + 2 + x2

I

2
= f([K, I]) + 1,
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and if u /∈ I then

f([K + v0, I]) =
(K + v0)(xI) + x2

I

2

=
K(xI) + x2

I

2
= f([K, I]),

Therefore for any vertex K + xI in [K,E] we have that

hU (K + xI)− hU (K) = hV (K + xI)− hV (K) + ε,

where ε ∈ {0, 1}.
As such

hV [K,E − {v}]− hV (K) = hU ([K,E − {v}])− hU (K) + α

hV ([K + v, E − v])− hV (K) = hU ([K + v, E − {v}]− hU (K) + β,

where α, β ∈ {0, 1} depending on if the minimizing values of f([K, I]) necessarily
had u ∈ I or not. Hence, ∆v[K + v0, E] ≥ ∆v[K,E] − 1 ≥ 0, and thus cv[K,E] =
0. �

Proposition 6.9. For any cube [K,E] with v /∈ E, the doubly filtered space
F1({[K,E] + iv}i∈Z) is subcontracible.

Proof. By Lemma 6.7 hU has at least one maximum. Furthermore concavity ensures
that even if there are two maximum, they are right next to each other and thus
the front and back faces of a cube supported in direction v in F1({[K,E] + iv}i∈Z)
which has the same maximal height. Additionally, any local maxima must be a
global maxima. Furthermore v0 commutes with the action of v and thus provides
a bijection between D1({[K,E] + iv}i∈Z) and D1({[K + v0, E] + iv}i∈Z) and thus
we also get similar statements about hV .

Lemma 6.8 also guarantees that there is a cube [K ′, E] that maximizes both hU

and hV . Otherwise, suppose that the hU maximizing [K1, E] does not overlap with
a hV maximizing cube [K2, E] and with out loss of generality assume that with
respect to the action of v the largest [K1, E] is smaller than the smallest [K2, E].
So, av[K1, E ∪ {v}] > 0 reflecting hU ([K2 + v, E]) < hU ([K2, E]). However, by the
concavity of [K2, E] we have

hV ([K1 + v, E])− hV ([K1, E]) ≥ hV ([K2, E])− hV ([K2 − v, E]) > 0,

and thus dv[K1, E ∪ {v}] > 0, providing our contradiction.
Now let [K ′, E] be one such maximizing cube. The continuous homotopy which

retracts F1({[K,E] + iv}i∈Z) down to a point on [K ′, E] will indeed be doubly fil-
tered, since concavity prevents hU and hV from having local maxima not connected
to [K ′, E]. �

6.3. Comparisons to other work. Here we have enough information to compare
with the previous work that uses quasi-fibrations and contractions. An example of
an argument given using quasi-fibrations appears in the proofs of invariance for
analytic lattice homotopy [1, Theorem 4.3.2] and the topological lattice homotopy
type [24, Proposition 7.3.5]. It also appears in the reduction theorems, with the
case for topological lattice homotopy type given in [17] and the analytic lattice
homotopy type given in [1, Theorem 4.6.7]. The arguments in each case follow a
similar pattern. There is an open covering of the reduced space that comes from
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a cube decomposition compabitble with the reduction, where for each[K ′, E] of
the reduced space one considers the interior of all cubes containing [K ′, E]. The
the preimage of each of these open sets is then subcontractible in the non-reduced
space. These not only allow for the application of a Čech covering argument on the
level of homology but they satisfy Theorem 6.1.5 of [6] to show the reduction is an
quasi-fibration with contractible homotopy fiber and thus a weak equivalence.

Up to the subdivision mentioned at the start of this section the preimage of each
of those open sets will correspond to a potentially thickened B(D,D,F2)({[K,E]+
iv}i∈Z). In particular, asking for the interiors of all cubes containing a given cube,
precisely captures the overcategory of that cube, and a slice of this preimage per-
pendicular to the cube will be isomorphic to B(D,D,F2)({[K,E]+iv}i∈Z). The the
need to be working with open sets means that the open set also has some thickness
from the directions in which the cube [K,E] is supported, but this does not affect
subcontractibility.

Keeping track of these open covers one could potentially, reconstruct the space
given by C(F1, D, F2) but without the overarching framework of homotopy colimits
this would be more difficult and painstaking. Without specifying the open cover,
specifying contractible space of maps would be difficult if not impossible, especially
since unlike with more traditional fibrations the desired maps are not necessarily
sections.

For an example where these distinctions would matter consider the category
with 4 objects a, b, c, d and both c and d have maps to both a and b. Consider the
diagram F1 of topological spaces which as a point over c and d and the interval [0, 1]
over a and b with the points form c mapping to 0 and the points form d mapping
to 1. Clearly there is a natural transformation η from F1 to the diagram F2 which
as a single point as each object and corresponding maps between them. This is
shown in Figure 8. There are no natural transformations in the reverse direction;
however, as all the objects of F1 and F2 are contractible, there is a contractible space
of homotopy coherent natural transformations from Fi to Fj where i, j ∈ {1, 2},
in particualar guarunteeing a contractible space of homotpy invereses. Note that
hocolimF1 and hocolimF2 both are homeomorphic to S1 with hocolim η a standard
homotopy equivalence between them and furthermore is a quasi-fibration. However,
hocolim η has no sections and the space of all maps, even all maps that provide a
homotopy inverse to η, are not contractible due to both hocolimF1 and hocolimF2

being circles.
The contractions of Osváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó in the appendix of [27] (the

arxiv version of [28]) meanwhile provide a concrete description of the map we have
described for the homotopy colimit mapping each F1({[K,E]+ iv}i∈Z) to a specific
cube in each orbit that maximizes hU and hV , though they focus on the case when v
is a good vertex, i.e. −v2 is bigger than the degree of v. The homotopy Hv from id
to Cv helps modulates the contraction of each orbit {[K,E]+ iv}i∈Z to a point and
the terms of ∂Hv+Hv∂ which are supported in direction v determine the homotopy
coherence relations for a homotopy coherent natural transformation. Reproducing
the contractible space of maps without explicitly using the terminology of homotopy
colimits may be technically possible with this framework, but would put more onus
on tracking lots of details thus decreasing the clarity, especially once one wants
to compare diagrams of subcontractible spaces where neither diagram is simply a
diagram of filtered points as will be needed for more general naturality statements.
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Figure 8. Figure depicting a case where the structure of the ho-
motopy colimit is needed. Depicted are two diagrams, seperated
by the dashed line, that yield circles as their homotopy colimits
and a natural transformation between them. There are no natu-
ral transformations in the reverse direction. However, the space
of homotopy inverses between the homotopy colimits is not con-
tractible. The notion of the homotopy colimit and homotopy co-
herent natural transformation, however, can identify a contrible
space of homotopy inverses.

6.4. Generalizations and choices. We will now explore how Osváth, Stipsicz,
and Szabó choose the maximizing cubes in each v-orbit is made, as this will help
highlight how said choice needs to be modified to also maximize hV for different
choices of v0. In particular, Remark 6.12 highlights how these techniques help in
pinpointing the error in [14]. Additionally, the tools to find cubes [K,E] maximizing
hU and hV in their v orbits may be useful in extending the invariance results to link
lattice homology where even finer control may be needed. Proposition 6.11 provides
an algorithm for finding a cube maximizing hU and hV only requiring computation
of hU and the graph theoretic distance between v0 and v, while Proposition 6.13
limits the region in a v-orbit of a cube [K,E] where a simultaneous maximum for hV

and hU can occur based on the value of K(v). The author also used Lemma 6.10,
which is used to prove both of these propositions, in searching for the example
highlighed in Remark 6.12 and to handle the case of blow ups of edges before
discovering the updated proof of invariance in [24].

The map Cv is defined by first defining the homotopy H0, which we will refer to
as Ha

0 and the map

C0 := id+∂Ha
0 +Ha

0 ∂,

which on specific inputs will stabilize under iteration to give the contraction Cv.
EssentiallyHa

0 moves a cube [K,E] one step closer to the given choice of maximizing
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[K + iv, E], and iterating this proceedure will stabilize on each initial cube to
give this maximizing cube plus a portion of connecting cubes need to make this
a homotopy coherent natural transformation. We reproduce this homotopy below
as H̃a

0 . To define Ha
0 Osváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó define a value T for each orbit

{[K,E] + iv}i∈Z, based on the behavior of [K + 2i0v
∗, E] for the value of i0 where

(K + i0v)(v) ∈ [v2,−v2). If av[K + i0v, E ∪ v] = 0, Ozsváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó
define [K,E] to be of type-a and set T = −1, and if av[K + i0v, E ∪ v] > 0 they
define [K,E] to be of type-b and set T = 1.

Ha
0 ([K,E]) =











0 if v ∈ E or (T − 2)(−v2) ≤ K(v) < T (−v2)

[K,E ∪ v] if v /∈ E or K(v) ≥ T (−v2)

[K − v, E ∪ v] if v /∈ E or K(v) < (T − 2)(−v2)

In exploring how the maximizing cube for hU used in the corresponding Cv is
chosen, notice that Lemma 7.3 of [27] guarantees that for v /∈ E a good vertex at
least one of [K+ i0v, E] and [K+(i0+1)v, E] is a maximum of hU for the v orbit of
[K,E]. A closer inspection of the proof Lemma 7.3 reveals that av[K+(i0+1)v, E] >
0, since the inequality they use to show Bv[K+(i0+1)v, E] ≤ Av[K+(i0+1)v, E]
would need K(v) ≤ v2 for equality to be achieved. As such, we can rule out the
case where both [K+(i0+1)v, E] and [K+(i0+2)v, E] are maxima, but we cannot
rule out both [K+(i0−1)v, E] and [K+i0v, E] being maxima. In that case, we can
simply choose the maximum that is in {i0, i0 +1} as the guiding maximum for the
contraction. Then, the only problem is if both [K + i0v0, E] and [K + (i0 +1)v, E]
are hU maximizing cubes, at which point the decision to define type-a in terms of
av[K + i0v, E ∪ v] = 0 (instead of bv[K + i0v, E ∪ v] > 0) means the preference is
to treat [K + (i0 − 1)v, E] as the preferred maximizing cube.

We will generalize the decisions made abovbe to cases where v is not good. In
particlar, both Ca

v and Cb
v will be the result of homotopy cohrent natural trans-

formations on the decomposition F1 on DG,{v}, which object wise are deformation
retractions down to a point that is a cube maximizing hU . The difference is that
when given a choice of cubes to deformation retract down onto Ca

v will always
choose a cube [K + iv, E] with a higher value of i, while Cb

v will always choose the
a cube [K + iv, E] with lower i. Note that algebraically there is only one choice of
homotopy coherence relation, and thus the choice of hU -maximizing cube for each
{[[K,E]] + iv}i∈Z determines the map. In terms of Figure 9, Ca

v is the one with all
the question marks become up arrows, and Cb

v has all the question marks become
down arrows.

To explore when Ca
v and Cb

v are filtered with respect to hV , we will first need
to better track how hU ([K,E]) and hU ([K + v, E]) differ for a given [K,E], i.e.
2∆v[K,E ∪ {v}] in a way that can more easily track how the action of v0 affects
them. While the argument of Lemma 6.8 suffices to show that v0 cannot affect
∆v[K,E ∪ {v}] too much, it does not give much finer control over that change.

Recall that

∆v[K,E] =
hU ([K + v, E − {v}])− hU ([K,E − {v}])

2
.

As such in order to check when Ca
v or Cb

v is tuned to v0, we will need to check that
if ∆v[K,E] = 0, then ∆v[K + v0, E] ≥ 0 in the case of Ca

v or ∆v[K + v0, E] ≤ 0 in
the case of Cb

v.
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We will want to be able to compute ∆v[K,E] recursively, and to do so will
require us to define some auxiliary functions. To start, the recursion will work
graph theoretically, where the calculation at the vertex v combines results from
caclulations on the neighbors of v, i.e. the vertices that are adjacent to v graph
theoretically, which in turn will appeal to cacluations done on vertices at distance
two from v, ect. Because we assume that our graphs give rational homology three-
spheres, our graphs are always forests, this process never loops back in on itself
and completes in finite time. To aid in this recursion for a vertices v and w of G,
we will define Ev

w to be all vertices u ∈ E such that the unique path from u to v
includes w. The path from u to v, if it exists is unique by the assumption that
G is a forest. Vertices u not on the same component of G as v will not have an
affect on ∆v[K,E], due to the connect sum forming a tensor product. If u ∈ E
then u ∈ Ev

u, and Ev
v = E. Now define ∆v

u[K,E] to be ∆u[K,Ev
u] (and similarly

Av
u[K,E] = Au[K,Ev

u] and Bv
u[K,E] = Bu[K,Ev

u]).

Lemma 6.10. Let u, v ∈ G, and let u1, u2, . . . , um be the neighbors of u in E
which are farther from v than u. Let γv

u[K,E] be the number of ui for which
∆ui

[K,Ev
ui
] < 0. Then ∆u[K,Ev

u] = f [K, {u}] + γv
u[K,E].

Proof. First, we will find an expression for Bu[K,Ev
u], and thus let I ⊆ Ev

u with
u ∈ I. We can rewrite I as {u} ⊔

⊔

ui
Ivui

, where the Ivui
are defined analogously to

the Ev
u above. Using this, have that

f [K, I] = f [K, {u}] +
∑

ui∈Iv
ui

(f([K, Ivui
]) + 1) +

∑

ui /∈Iv
ui

f([K, Ivui
]).

For, finding the set I that minimizes f [K, I], we will then work on minimiz-
ing the contribution from each Ivui

. If ui ∈ Ivui
, the minimum contribution is

Bui
[K,Ev

ui
] + 1, whereas if ui /∈ Ivui

then the minimum is achieved by Aui
[K,Ev

ui
].

Let Y = {ui |∆ui
[K,Ev

ui
] < 0}, so that |Y| = γv

u[K,E]. For ui ∈ Y, Bui
[K,Ev

ui
]−

Aui
[K,Ev

ui
] < 0 and thus the minimizing choice of I for f [K, Ivui

] comes from the
calculation of Bui

[K,Ev
ui
] and not Aui

[K,Ev
ui
] and is decisive enough that the ad-

dition of 1 brought by the inclusion of ui in terms contributing to Bui
[K,Ev

ui
] does

not affect the end result. hus, bytracking which of these is the true minimum, we
can thus compute that

Bu[K,Ev
u] = f [K, {u}] +

∑

ui∈Y

(Bui
[K,Ev

ui
] + 1) +

∑

ui /∈Y

Aui
[K,Ev

ui
].

A similar calculation allows us to work out that

Av
u[K,E] =

∑

ui∈Y

Bui
[K,Ev

ui
] +

∑

ui /∈Y

Aui
[K,Ev

ui
].

Comparing terms gets us our end result. �

Finally the following propositions help us determine when Ca
v and Cb

v are actu-
ally filtered with respect to hV . Proposition 6.11 gives us that at least one of Ca

v

and Cb
v will always work, while Proposition 6.13 provides a range in which appro-

priate choices of maximizing [K,E] can be made in terms of K(v). This generalizes
Lemma 7.3 of [28] beyond the setting of good vertices, which is relevant to this pa-
per because blowing up an edge produces a non-good vertex, while still remaining
relatively controlled.
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Proposition 6.11. Suppose the graph G represents a plumbing of a rational ho-
mology sphere Y . If the parity of the distance from v to v0 is odd then Ca

v is tuned
with respect to v0. If the parity of the distance from v to v0 is even then Cb

v is tuned
with respect to v0. If v0 and v are on separate components of the graph G then both
Ca

v and Cb
v are tuned with respect to v0.

Proof. To show that Ca
v is doubly filtered, we have to show that if ∆v[K,E] = 0

then ∆v[K+v0, E] ≥ 0. To show that Cb
v is doubly-filtered, we have to show that if

∆v[K,E] = 0 then ∆v[K + v0, E] ≤ 0. First to handle the case where v0 and v are
on separate components, use Proposition 5.3 to see that ∆v[K,E] = ∆v[K1, E1].
Because [K1, E1] is not affected by the action of v0, ∆v[K,E] = ∆v[K + v0, E] = 0
as needed.

Now suppose that v0 and v are on the same component of G. Since G represents
a rational homology sphere, we know that it is a forest and all vertices represent
spheres. In particular, there exists a unique path from v0 to v, which we will
write v0, u1, u2, . . . , um = v. We will prove more generally that for i odd that
∆v

ui
[K+v0, E] ≥ ∆v

ui
[K,E] and for i even that ∆v

ui
[K+v0, E] ≤ ∆v

ui
[K,E]. In the

case where i = 1 this reduces to the calculation in [28] or equivalently using Lemma
6.10 we have that the number γ remains unchanged and f [K, {u1}] has increased
by 1.

Now assume we have shown it to be true for some i. Note that f [K, {ui+1}] is
unchanged between considering [K,E] and [K + v0, E]. So, by Lemma 6.10, we
only need to consider the relation between γv

ui+1
[K,E] with γv

ui+1
[K+v0, E], which

leads to the corresponding relation between ∆v
ui+1

[K,E] and ∆v
ui+1

[K + v0, E].

Furthermore, all such neighbors w of ui+1 other than ui will have ∆
v
w[K + v0, E] =

∆v
w[K,E], since from the perspective of Ev

w , v0 is on a separate component or
otherwise has no means of influencing the outcome. Finally, if i is even we would
have by our inductive hypothesis ∆v

ui
[K + v0, E] ≥ ∆v

ui
[K,E], so γv

ui+1
[K,E] ≥

γv
ui+1

[K + v0, E]. Similarly if i is odd, we would have by our inductive hypothesis

that ∆v
ui
[K + v0, E] ≤ ∆v

ui
[K,E], so γv

ui+1
[K + v0, E] ≥ γv

ui+1
[K,E]. �

Remark 6.12. Note that input from the knot is needed, even in the case such as
in Figure 9 where the vertex being contracted comes from a blow-up. Figure 9
provides a description of how Lemma 6.8 already restricts the choice of maximizing
elements in each orbit with arrows indicating when a homotopy would need to be
moving the back face forward or the front face backward. Question marks come
from when there are two maximizing cubes and Lemma 6.8 does not provide a
restriction. Recall that Figures 5 and 6 both provide two different ways to add
a knot to this graph. In particular [K0, {v1, v2}] has a quesition mark, where K0

is the characteristic cohomology class described in Example 4.2. Checking Figure
5, we would have that the upper right question marks need to become up arrows,
but checking Figure 6 we would have that the upper right question marks need
to become down arrows. The chain homotopy provided by Jackson [14, Lemma
2.5] does not depend on the choice of unweighted vertex and would not be doubly
filtered for the example in Figure 6.

Lemma 6.10 was used in locating the particular problem cube by realizing that
we needed ∆v1 [K0, E]=0, and if a knot adjacent to v2 were to affect this result we
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Figure 9. An visualization of a contraction with respect to the
−1 weighted vertex in Subfigure 4c, which we will call e. Here a
downward arrow on a cube signals that H0 sends the back face of
that cube to that cube, while an upward arrow signals that H0

sends the front face of that cube to that cube or in other words
for the final homotopy coherent natural trasformation of the de-
compositon F1 on DG,{e}, arrows represent where the deformation
retraction will be moving in that direction over that cube. Ques-
tion marks signal e-orbits, where there are multiple .

would need, by Lemma 6.10,

∆v2 [K0, E\{v1}] = f [K, {v2}] =
K(v2)− 2

2
= −1.

This in turn forces in the calculation of ∆v1 [K,E] so that

−1 = f [K, {v1}] =
K(v1)− 1

2

and hence K must be K0.

Proposition 6.13. Let v be a vertex with degree d and let η = max{v2 + d, 0}.
Furthermore, let v0 be an unweighted vertex. One can always select choice of cubes
[K,E] for each v-orbit that maximize both hU and hV so that

(8) 2v2 − 2η ≤ K(v) < −v2.
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With v0 not adjacent to v, we can further assume

2v2 − 2η < K(v) < −v2,

provided such a K exists in the v-orbit of [K ′, E].

Proof. Observe that in each v orbit there will be a K (not necessarily maximizing
either hU or hV that satisfies the conditions of Equation (8). So, we show sepa-
rately that in searching for a maximizing cube, that cubes below the target range
always have heights hU and hV less than or equal to that of the cube above them.
Similarly, a cube chosen above the target range will always have heights less than
or equal to that of the cube below it. As such, due to the convexity of hU and hV

when searching for maximizing cubes, we always have the option of moving into
the desired target range. To show that we can assume that K(v) < −v2, note
that Lemma 7.3 of [28] gives that if K(v) ≥ −v2 and v ∈ E then av[K,E] = 0
Furthermore, if K(v) ≥ −v2 then (K + v0)(v) ≥ −v2, so av[K + v0, E] = 0 as well.
As such, we have both

hU ([K + v, E]) ≥ hU ([K,E])

hV ([K + v, E]) ≥ hV ([K,E]),

so so may assume that a choice of cube [K,E] maximizing hU and hV on their orbit
has K(v) < −v2.

Now suppose that v0 is adjacent to v, K(v) < 2v2 − 2η and that v ∈ E. Then,
f [K − v, {v}] < v2 − η and f [K − v + v0, {v}] ≤ v2 − η. Furthermore,

γv[K − v, E] ≤ |E| ≤ d ≤ −v2 + η,

and the same argument gives γv[K + v0, E] ≤ −v2 + η Therefore, by Lemma 6.10,
we have that ∆v[K − v, E] < 0 and ∆v[K − v + v0, E] ≤ 0. As such,

hU ([K − v, E]) ≥ hU ([K,E])

hV ([K − v, E]) ≥ hV ([K,E]),

and we may assume that the choice of maximizing cube in the orbit has K(v) ≥
2v2 − 2η. If v0 is not adjacent to v then f [K, {v}] does not change between [K,E]
and [K + v0, E], and as such, we merely need to assume that K(v) ≤ 2v2 − 2η to
get the same result. �

7. Invariance and Naturality

7.1. Invariance under Blow Ups. In this section we will specifically be showing
that knot lattice homology and homotopy are invariant under blow-ups, which will
complete the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Recall from Theorem 1.4 that the
topological knot type determines the nested singularity type, so we only need to
consider the five moves shown in Figure 3:

(1) generic blow-ups,
(2) blow-ups of a weighted vertex,
(3) blow-ups of the unweighted vertex,
(4) blow-ups of edges connecting two weighted vertices, and
(5) blow-ups of edges incident to the unweighted vertex.

We will first cover some constructions and lemmas that hold in all of the cases
above. These lemmas remove the dependence on knowledge about v0, and thus we
will conclude the section highlighting how the proofs of invariance for the lattice
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homotopy of the underlying three-manifold to lift/specialize to the case of knots.
Because these use the approach of Section 6, by the comments in subsection 6.3
these will also specifically recover previous proofs of invariance such as Osváth,
Stipsicz, and Szabó’s proof for the blow up of edges incident to the unweighted
vertex or the proofs of Némethi for the underlying three-manifold invariant. Fur-
thermore, by laying out such a general strategy, we hope to potentially provide
tools useful in other proofs, for example, in extending these results to links. For
a concrete example, we will then discuss the case of blowing up the unweighted
vertex.

Let Gv0 be a negative-definite forest with unweighted vertex, and let G′
v0 be

some blow-up of Gv0 at a point p. Note that p can be perturbed slightly to give
a generic blow-up G′′

v0 . Let X be the plumbing for Gv0 , X
′ the plumbing for G′

v0 ,
and X ′′ the plumbing for G′′

v0 . Both X ′ and X ′′ can be achieved by adding a two-
handle to X representing the exceptional sphere e. Additionally, X ′ and X ′′ are
diffeomorphic, and in fact, if the blow-up was already generic or a blow-up of the
unweighted vertex, their handle decompositions are the same. Otherwise X ′ and
X ′′ are related by a handle slide or two of existing handles over the new handle,
which become the new edges connecting e to the rest of the graph.

Now because the intersection form for X ′′ is the intersection form for X direct
sum [−1], there is a canonical projection of characteristic cohomology classes from
Char(G′′) to Char(G) which forgets evaluation on e. Furthermore, the handle
slide from X ′ to X ′′ provides a map identifying Char(G′) and Char(G′′). Let

P̃ : Char(G′) → Char(G) be the composition of these maps. The map P̃ preserves
the orbits given by the action of the second homology and thus provides a bijection
between Spinc(YG) and Spinc(YG′) where YG and YG′ are the associated three-
manifolds. As such, we will be using t to represent a Spinc structure on YG or YG′

under this identification. So, given a particular t, we get that P̃ restricts to a map
from Char(G′, t) to Char(G, t).

In more singularity theoretic language, this is equivalent to defining P̃ based off of
how the canonical map from a blow-up to the original resolution affects homology.
To get a map on the second cohomology, the map sending a curve to its total
transform preserves the intersection form and goes in the appropriate direction to
induce the needed cohomological map. The change of basis induced by the handle
slides play the same role as changing between the total and proper transforms.

The map P̃ can be extended to a continuous (but as of yet potentially not
filtered) map

P ♮ : CFK♮(G′
v0 , t) → CFK

♮(Gv0 , t),

by reproducing the above identifications using coefficients in R rather than Z. The
handle slides provide a change of basis for the second homology and thus a change
in cellular structure, so the map from Char(G′) → Char(G′′) is not necessarily
cellular. However, the change in basis only involved handle slides over the new
handle for e, which results in a sheering action on the previous cube decomposition
in the direction of e. During the projection to Char(G) the action of this sheering
disappears and cubes in Char(G′) are sent to cubes in Char(G). As such P ♮ is a
cellular map and gives a bigraded chain map

P : CFK(G′
v0 , t)⊗ Z[U,U−1, V, V −1] → CFK(Gv0 , t)⊗ Z[U,U−1, V, V −1].
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Note CFK
∞ represents taking coefficients localized at U , which will have a mor-

phism for every not-necessarily filtered cellular map. The name has been chosen
deliberately to match the map P given in the appendix of [28].

This construction can in fact be generalized to give a functor from the category
of resolutions mentioned in Section 2 to the cell complexes and cellular maps, which
takes a resolution to the lattice space and an analytic map φ between resolutions to

a map P ♮
φ. The maps P ♮

φ can be defined directly using the total transforms defined
above. However, because each φ can be decomposed into a sequence of blow ups, to
check that Pφ is filtered or doubly filtered only requires checking that it is filtered
when φ represents a blow up.

Lemma 7.1. The map P ♮ commutes with the actions of J♮ and J♮
v0 , and in par-

ticular is doubly-filtered if it is filtered with respect to hU .

Proof. To show P ♮ commutes with the desired maps it will suffice to show that it
commutes for the characteristic cohomology classes K ∈ Char(G). In particular,
both of of J♮ and J♮

v0 can be viewed as extending the action from the vertices
linearly, with cubes as the convex hulls of their vertices, and P also respects this
linear action.

Given a weighted vertex vi in Gv0 , let v̄i represent the total transform of vi in
G′

v0 . Then 〈v0, vi〉 = 〈v0, v̄i〉 regardless of what point p was blown up. In particular,
if p is not at an intersection of vi and v0 any previous intersections will remain and
no new intersections will be created. Otherwise, the proper transforms of v0 and
vi will not intersect, but the total transform of vi will contain a copy of e which
now intersects v0. Since 〈v0, vi〉 = 〈v0, v̄i〉, the action of v0 must commute with P .
Furthermore, −P (K)(vi) = −K(v̄i) = (−K)(v̄i), which verifies P commuting with
J . Because Jv0 is the compositoin of J and the action of v0, P also commutes with
Jv0 .

If P ♮ is singly filtered, then it must be that for every [K,E] ∈ QG′ , hU (P ([K,E])) ≥
hU ([K,E]).

However, in that case,

hV (P ([K,E])) = hU (P ([K,E]) + v0)

= hU (P ([K + v0, E]))

≥ hU ([K + v0, E])

= hV ([K,E]),

and thus P ♮ actually induces a map with coefficients in Z[U, V ]. Furthermore, the
image under P ♮ of a cube [K,E] with e /∈ E is a single cube in QG, not just
algebraically but on the nose. As such, the calculation of the height function for
cubes where P ([K,E]) is algebrically non-zero translates to the check for whether
P ♮ is doubly-filtered. If e ∈ E, then P ♮([K,E]) is the same as P ♮ of [K,E]’s front
and back faces in direction e. Because P ♮ is filtered on both the front and back
faces of [K,E] and hU ([K,E] is the minimum of hU across the front and back faces,
then P ♮ must be filtered on the points in [K,E] as well. �

The key observation needed to apply the framework of Section 6 is that the
map P ♮ is onto and the preimage of any given point is an e-orbit in CFK

♮(G′
v0 , t).

For a cube [K,E] in CFK
♮(G′

v0 , t)) let F2({[K,E] + ie}i∈Z) be a point in the cen-
ter of P ([K,E]). This will define a functor F2 : DG,e → Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z], so that
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hocolimF2
∼= CFK

♮(Gv0 , t). The map P ♮ is induced by a natural transformation
ηP : F1 → F2, where F1 is the functor discussed in Section 6 for Gv0 . The next key
step is then to show that there exists a homotopy coherent natural transformation
from F2 to F1 to provide the homotopy inverse.

Lemma 7.2. Let Gv0 be a negative definite forest with an unweighted vertex v0
and let G′

v0 be a blow up of Gv0 . Additionally, let t ∈ Spinc(YG). If P provides a
singly filtered map

P ♮ : CF♮(G′, t) → CF
♮(G, t)

and there exists a (not necessarily continuous) φ : QG,t → QG′,t providing a section
for P which is filtered with respect to hU , then

P ♮ : CFK♮(G′
v0 , t) → CFK

♮(Gv0 , t)

has a homotopy inverse R♮.

Proof. By Lemma 7.1 P inducing a map on CF(G, t) implies that P ♮ is doubly
filtered, and the only thing left to check is that it has a homotopy inverse. To
do so, we will need to upgrade φ to a doubly filtered section φ̃. Because we have
already shown that each orbit of the exceptional sphere e in CFK

♮(Gv0 , t), and
thus every preimage under P of a cube [K,E] ∈ QG,t will have a cube [K ′, E] that

maximizes both hU and hV and define φ̃([K,E]) = [K ′, E]

hU ([K
′, E]) ≥ hU (φ(P ([K ′, E]))) ≥ hU (P ([K ′, E])) = hU ([K,E]).

To carry out a similar argument, it will suffice to provide a section φ′ : QG,t →
QG′,t which is filtered with respect to hV but not necessarily hU . By defining
φ′([K,E]) = φ([K + v0, E])− v0 for [K,E] ∈ QG,t we then have

hV (φ̃([K,E]) ≥ hV (φ
′([K,E]))

= hV (φ([K + v0, E])− v0)

= hU (φ([K + v0, E]))

≥ hU ([K + v0, E])

= hV ([K,E]),

as needed.
The section φ̃ guarantees that for every e orbit {[[K,E]] + ie}i∈Z, there is a

filtered map from F2 ({[K,E] + ie}i∈Z) to F1 ({[K,E] + ie}i∈Z). So by Proposition
6.5, the space C(F2, D, F1) and thus

Filt
DG′,e

[Q×Q:2Z×2Z](B(D,D,F2), B(D,D,F1))

is contractible and in particular nonempty. Let ηR be such a natural transformation.
Furthermore, Proposition 6.5 can also be applied to show that for each Fi the space
of self natural transformations of B(D,D,Fi), which contains the identity on Fi

and the composition of ηP with ηR in the appropriate order, is contractible. Hence,
ηP and ηR are doubly filtered homotopy inverses.

�

Finally we can provide the proof for Theorem 1.2 and thus also Theorem 1.1.
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Proof. By Lemma 7.2 it suffices to show for each type of blow up that P ♮ is singly
filtered and has a singly filtered (not necessarily continuous) section. Note that
these are both statements about the lattice spaces of the ambient three-manifold
and in fact for blow ups of weighted vertices and edges Némethi proves those facts
in [24], where there P ♮ is referred to as πR,∗ with ∗ signifying a particular layer of
the filtration. Showing that πR,∗ is a well defined map is the proof that it is filtered,
and the proof that it is onto provides the proof that it has a section. Additionally
Lemma 7.1 guarantees that P ♮ commutes with J , Jv0 and Γ and thus any homotopy
inverse will commute with these up to homotopy. Némethi assumes the graph is
connected and thus generic blow ups and blow ups of the unweighted vertex still
remain.

Both of these cases can be expressed as taking the connect sum with a differ-
ent version of the unknot and thus can be reduced to showing that copy of the
unknot produces the same result as the graph with a single unweighted vertex.
Ozsváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó already showed these to be chain homotopy equiva-
lent to Z[U, V ]0,0, where the subscript represents the element 1 being in bigrading
(0, 0) [28]. However, we will review the case of blowing up the unweighted vertex
to show that this can be done in the topological setting and to provide a specific
concrete example of how Lemma 7.2 applies. The proof for generic blow-ups follows
similarly to this one.

Let Gv0 be the graph for the unknot given by a single unweighted vertex, and let
G′

v0 represent this graph blown up at the unweighted vertex, with the new vertex
having label e. The knot lattice space associated to Gv0 is a point K with hU (K) =
0 and hV (K) = 0, while the knot lattice space associated to G′

v0 is shown in Figure

10. The map P ♮ is the unique map from CFK
♮(G′

v0 , t) to CFK
♮(Gv0 , t). This map

is doubly-filtered by Lemma 7.1 and one can observe directly that hU ([K,E]) ≤ 0

and hV ([K,E]) ≤ 0 for [K,E] a cube of CFK♮(G′
v0 , t). Letting K0 represent the

characteristic cohomology class on G′ with K0(e) = −1, observe that hU (K0) = 0
and hV (K0) = 0, i.e. K0 maximizes hU and hV . We can define a doubly filtered
section by φ(K) = K0.

Note that DG′,e consists of only a single object with no nontrivial morphisms.
As such in this case the homotopy inverse is φ since no higher homotopy coherent
relations are needed. In particular the homotopy from Proposition 6.9 suffices as a
homotopy between ηP and ηR and the identity.

Furthermore, J♮ and J♮
v0 are given by the identity on CFK♮(Gv0 , t), while on

CFK♮(G′
v0 , t), J

♮ is given by reflection across the middle of the edge to the left of

K0, and J♮
v0 is given by reflection across the vertex K0. Lemma 7.1 has that P ♮

commutes with both. Meanwhile, φ commutes with J♮
v0 , and commutes with J♮ up

to the homotopy relating K0 with K0 − e. �

7.2. Naturality for graphs. The following builds on ideas from [15] to discuss
the naturality of this construction, i.e. the level to which this guarantees a unique
identification between the lattice homologies of any two graphs. At the moment
there is a risk that, for example, a collection of blow ups and blow downs that
starts and ends at the same graph will result in a string of homotopy equivalences
that together to become a self homotopy equivalence not homotopic to the identity.
One way to express this would be to produce a functor on a category equivalent to

CSpinc

GenAlgKnot but with objects corresponding to resolutions, as the well definedness of
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(a) The knot lattice space for a blown up unknot. The heights for the cells
are labeled with (hU , hV ) with the vertices labeled above and the edges labeled
below.

(b) the graph of the blown up unknot

Figure 10. Subfigure 10a gives the knot lattice space
CFK

♮(G′
v0 , t)f or the case of the blown up unknot used in the proof

that knot lattice homotopy is invariant under blowing up the un-
weighted vertex. The graph used to create this example is given
in Subfigure 10b.

the functor would ensure that compositions do not produce unexpected monodromy.
To capture that we have only produced homotopy equivalences and higher order
homotopies between our maps, our notion of equivalent will allow a morphism in

CSpinc

GenAlgKnot to be associated to a contractible space in our new category.

Lemma 7.3. There is a functor defined up to unique natural isomorphism

Φmin : C
Spinc

GenAlgKnot → Filt[Q×Q:2Z×2Z],

which sends (Y,K, t) to CFK♮(Gv0 , t), where Gv0 is a dual graph for the mini-
mal resolution of the weak nested singularity associated to (Y,K). All morphisms
Φmin(f) commute with J and Jv0 .

Proof. This functor will be defined up to unique isomorphism due to minimal res-
olutions being defined up to unique isomorphism. Let (Y1, L1, t1) and (Y2, L2, t2)
be weak generalized algebraic knots with Spinc structures on the ambient three-
manifolds and f : (Y1, L1, t1) → (Y2, L2, t2) be a graph induced diffeomorphism

which pulls back t2 to t1. Let X̃i be a minimal resolution for the weak nested sin-
gularity with associated dual graph Gi,v0 associated to (Yi, Li) and let f̃ : X̃1 → X̃2

be an extension of f across the minimal resolutions. From
(

f̃−1
)∗

, we get an iso-

morphism between the H2(X̃i;R), and for each base oriented surface [Si] in G1,v0

we have that there exists a base surface [S′
j ] in G2,v0 so that f̃∗([Si]) = ±[Sj ]. The

map f̃∗ respects the action of H2(X̃i;Z) so cubes [K,E] ∈ QG1,t are sent to cubes
in QG2,t in a continuous fashion. The squaring of characteristic cohomology classes
is preserved leads to hU being preserved, and since the total transforms of the un-
derlying curves Ci are sent to each other, the action of v0 is preserved and thus
hV is preserved. This ensures that the identifications of the H2(X̃i;R) induces a
doubly-filtered continuous map

f̃lat : CFK(G1,v0 , t) → CFK(G2,v0 , t)
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Because
(

f̃−1
)∗

is functorial with respect to f̃ , the result is functorial. �

Theorem 7.4. There exists a topologically enriched category C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot which

(1) has objects (π, t) where π : S̃ → S is a resolution of a weak nested singular-
ity (S,C, {p1, . . . , pn}) with link a generalized algebraic knot in a rational
homology three-sphere (Y,K), and t ∈ Spinc(Y ).

(2) has morphism spaces C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot((π1, t1), (π2, t2)) that have a contractible

component for each morphism in CSpinc

GenAlgKnot((Y1,K1, t1), (Y2,K2, t2)) be-
tween the weak generalized algebraic knots.

and there is a functor

CFK
♮ : C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot → Filt[Q×Q : 2Z×2Z]

which takes a resolution (π, t) to CFK
♮(Gv0 , t) where Gv0 is the dual graph for π.

On minimal resolutions CFK
♮ agrees with the functor Fmin.

Proof. Let π1 and π2 be some resolutions of weak nested singularities with dual
graphs G1,v0 and G2,v0 and let π′

1 and π′
2 be minimal resolutions for their re-

spective singularities with dual graphs Gmin
1,v0 and Gmin

2,v0 . Furthermore let f ∈

CSpinc

GenAlgKnot((Y1,K1, t1), (Y2,K2, t2)) where (Yi,Ki) is the link of singularity for the
weak nested singularity associated to πi. We will now construct the contractible

space associated to f in C̃Spinc

GenAlgKnot((Y1,K1, t1), (Y2,K2, t2)).
Because minimal resolutions are terminal in the category of resolutions associ-

ated to a weak nested singularity, there exist unique morphisms φ1 : π1 → π′
1 and

φ2 : π2 → π′
2. Let Ei represent the set of vertices in Gi that are in the exceptional

fiber of φi.
Then, as with the case where the φi are blow ups and blow downs, the objects of

DGi,Ei
can be associated to cubes in QGmin

i
with morphisms indicating boundary

relations, as Pφi
induces an isomoprhism P̂φi

between DGi,Ei
and DGmin

i
,∅. Now

let Fi be the decomposition of CFK(Gi,v0 , t) associated to DGi,Ei
, which we can

view as a functor on DGmin
i

,∅, and let Fmin
i be the decomposition of CFK(Gmin

i,v0
, t)

associated to DGmin
i

,∅. Furthermore the isomorphism given by Φmin(f) will induce

an isomoprhism

Φ̂min(f) : DGmin
1

,∅ → DGmin
2

,∅.

We will define our morphism space associated to f to be

Filt
D

Gmin
1

,∅

[Q:2Z] (B(DGmin
1

,∅, DGmin
1

,∅, F1), B(DGmin
1

,∅, DGmin
1

,∅, Φ̂min(f)
∗(F2)).

This produces a topologically enriched category and is essentially a subcategory of
the Grothendieck construction. Taking homotopy colimits over the DGmin

i
,∅ functo-

rially recovers CFK♮(Gi,v0 , t). That this will not depend on the choice of minimal
resolution since Φmin is defined up to a canonical isomorphism based on said choice
of minimal resolution. What remains to show is that this morphism space associ-
ated to f is contractible. By proposition 6.5 it suffices to show that for all [K,E]
that F1([K,E]) and F2([K,E]) are subcontractible and there exists a morphism
from F1([K,E]) to F2([K,E]).
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We will first show that for every cube [K,E] ∈ QGmin
1

, both Fi([K,E]) and

Φ̂min(f)
∗
(

Fmin
i ([K,E])

)

will have doubly-filtered homotopy equivalent results. Fac-
toring the φi into a sequence of blow ups φi,j : π̃i,j → π̃i,j+1 provides a sequence of
functors Fi,j on DGmin

i
,∅ so that Fi,j and Fi,j+1 are objectise homotopy equivalent.

In particular when showing that φi,j provides a homotopy equivalence between

CFK
♮(Gi,j+1,v0 , t) and CFK(Gi,j,v0 , t), one shows that the functors F ′

i,j and F ′
i,j+1

on the larger category DGi,j+1,∅ evaluate on objects to give homotopy equivalent

subcontractible objects. Using the unique map φ̃i,j from π̃i,j+1 to our chosen mini-
mal resolutions π′

i, we can use the action of Pφ̃i,j
to construct functors fromDGi,j+1,∅

toDGmin
i

,∅. We can transfer the objectwise homotopy equivalences between F ′
i,j and

F ′
i,j+1 to functors overDGmin

i
,∅ by taking homotopy colimits across the fibers of this

functor. These will remain objectwise homotopy equivalences in the process, and
chaining these together gives the doubly fitlered homotopy equivalences between
Fi([K,E]) and Fmin

i ([K,E]).
Note now that for all [K,E] ∈ QGmin

1
, Fmin

i ([K,E]) is a doubly-filtered point,

and by the map Φmin(f) being an isomorphism, Fmin
1 ([K,E]) and Fmin

i ([K,E])

have the same double filtration. As such, F1([K,E]) and Φ̂min(f)
∗ (F2([K,E]))

are both subcontractible and there exist morphisms going both directions between
them. �
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